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ABSTRACT
Background: There is a growing body of research in training individuals to think in a
concrete manner (specificity training), to treat depression. There is no systematic
review that synthesises the data of these interventions on depressive symptoms.
Aims: This review aims to systematically examine and synthesise the literature on
specificity training on depressive symptoms. It will examine the relationship of
these interventions to particular cognitive mechanisms associated with depression.
It also aims to critique the quality of included studies.
Methods: A systematic search was conducted using Medline, Embase, PsychINFO
and Web of Science databases. The reference lists of eligible papers were manually
searched. A narrative-synthesis approach was adopted and the quality of included
studies was evaluated using the Crowe Critical Appraisal Tool.
Results: 241 studies were screened and eight studies were included. Three studies
provided evidence that Concreteness Training (CNT) improved depressive
symptoms. Two studies assessed depressive symptoms after the withdrawal of
treatment and found improvements. Improved depression symptoms were associated
with reduced rumination, overgeneralisation and self-criticism. All studies that
assessed concreteness of thinking found improvements on this measure post
treatment, and one study (out of two) found improvements in memory specificity.
Five of the studies were rated as ‘good quality’ and three studies were rated as
‘acceptable quality’.
Conclusions: There is some evidence that CNT improves depressive symptoms and
mixed evidence whether CNT offers added therapeutic benefit to established
treatments. Reductions in rumination, overgeneralisation and self-criticism were
associated with improvements in mood.

Due to the large variation in the

demographic characteristics of the samples and the severity of depressive symptoms,
generalisation to clinical samples experiencing Major Depressive Disorder needs to
be done so with caution at present.
Keywords: memory specificity training; concreteness training; processing mode and
depression.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Depression is a common mental health disorder and is projected to be the largest source of
health related disability in the world by 2030 (World Health Organisation, 2008).
Depression affects one fifth of the worlds’ population (lifetime prevalence 17%, Kessler et
al., 1994) and is enormously costly to the individual, their family and the economy. It is a
condition marked by substantial changes in beliefs, memories, and appraisals about the self
and personal experiences. Past events are often recalled with a negative and self-critical
bias, or the capacity to remember details of the past is often impaired (Gotlib & Hammen,
2014). These clinical-phenomenological features of depression have stimulated a range of
studies examining the role of autobiographical memory dysfunction in the triggering and
maintenance of depressive problems. More recently, there has been an increased focus to
convert these insights into new psychological treatment techniques such as memory
specificity training. This review systematically examined and synthesised the literature on
different forms of memory specificity training on depressive symptoms.

1.1 The nature of autobiographical memory
Autobiographical memories (AMs) incorporate facts and knowledge about the self, and
recollections of personal experiences (Williams, Conway & Cohen, 2008). Conway and
Pleydell-Pearce (2000) proposed a Self Memory System (SMS) model to characterise the
relationship between AM and self-identity. This model postulates that AMs are organised
hierarchically based on the specificity of the memory (see Figure 1). The highest level
‘lifelong periods’ memories that constitute periods of time which have precise start and
end points. The second level, ‘general events’ describes summaries of repeated types of
events. The most detailed level ‘event-specific knowledge’, contains specific, single events
that are marked by rich visual and sensory qualities. If the highest level of autobiographical
information is activated, the search for a more detailed memory typically cascades down
the hierarchy. This retrieval process is modulated by ‘the working self’ and is influenced
by the goal state of the individual (Conway & Pleydell-Pearce, 2000).

7

Figure 1. The hierarchical structure of autobiographical memory. Reprinted from
“Autobiographical Memories and Autobiographical Knowledge”, by M.A. Conway, 1996,
in D.C. Rubin (Ed.), Remembering Our Past: Studies in Autobiographical Memory, (p.68),
Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press. Copyright 1996 by Cambridge
University Press. Cited in “The Construction of Autobiographical Memories in the SelfMemory System”, by M. A. Conway and C. W. Pleydell-Pearce, 2000, Psychological
Review, 107 (2), p. 265.

1.2 Depression and autobiographical memory
Research has shown that people with depression recall fewer specific memories by
exhibiting an overgeneral memory (OGM) retrieval style (Williams et al., 2007). Therefore
the AM search is truncated prior to reaching the specific details in the hierarchy (Conway
& Pleydell-Pearce, 2000). Over time, this develops into a habitual retrieval style that
affects the recall of positive and negative memories. Evidence suggests that an OGM style
remains once depression is treated and is predictive of poorer outcomes (Brittlebank, Scott,
Williams & Ferrier, 1993).
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1.3 Depression and abstract cognitive bias
Information can be processed using abstract high level construals or concrete low level
construals (Trope, 1989; Trope & Liberman, 2000). Low level construals are concrete
mental representations used to describe specific information.

They contain complex,

contextualised and subordinate features (e.g. ‘Amanda never washed the dishes after her
friends came to stay’). High level construals, however, are abstract mental representations
which describe information in general terms. They include simple characteristics
containing superordinate features (e.g. ‘Amanda is messy’). Processing information in an
abstract manner is a characteristic of depression and is associated with other cognitive
biases such as overgeneralisation and rumination. Overgeneralisation refers to “the pattern
of drawing a general rule or conclusion on the basis of one or more isolated incidents and
applying the concept across the board to related and unrelated situations” (Beck, 1967,
p.49). Rumination is characterised by a repetitive thinking style that focuses on the causes,
meaning and implications of difficulties (Nolen-Hoeksema, 1991). Rumination is
associated with poor problem solving (Watkins & Moulds, 2005) and global negative selfevaluations (Rimes & Watkins, 2005). Depression is also characterised by self-focused
attention which can be maladaptive if the focus is analytical (ruminative), or adaptive if it
is mindful self-awareness (Teasdale, 1999).

1.4 Memory specificity/ concreteness/ processing mode training
Research has recently applied this knowledge of cognitive biases clinically by developing
interventions such as mode of processing training (Moberly & Watkins, 2006), Memory
Specificity Training (MEST, Neshat-Doost et al., 2013), and Concreteness Training (CNT,
Watkins & Moberly, 2009).

The interventions can be delivered by a wide range of

professionals with minimal face to face therapist contact, therefore they offer potential
advantages as a scaleable therapeutic intervention. The remainder of the review will use
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the term ‘specificity training’ to refer to all three interventions.

1.5 Summary and aims
To date, specificity training interventions to improve depressive symptoms have not been
systematically evaluated. This knowledge will be of important clinical value as it will be
useful to understand the cognitive mechanisms which maintain depression so that therapies
can be delivered more efficiently. As mode of processing and OGM are both connected to
the development and maintenance of psychopathology, further research is warranted in this
area.

This review aimed to answer the following questions;
1. Does specificity training improve depressive symptoms?
2. What cognitive mechanisms mediate changes in depressive symptoms
following specificity training?

1.6 Objectives
1. To explore the impact of specificity training on depressive symptoms.
2. To assess the relationship between content of training and depressive symptom
change.
3. To explore the relationship between cognitive mechanisms (e.g. rumination;
overgeneralisation) and depressive symptoms.
4. To determine post-training changes in specificity of thinking.
5. To evaluate the quality of the studies that employed specificity training to target
depressive symptoms.

2. METHODS
2.1 Search methodology
The following databases were searched for relevant studies on the 21st February 2015:
Medline and Embase (via OVID online); PsychINFO (via EBSCOhost); and Web of
Science (via Web of Knowledge).

The following search terms were used;


Training
10

AND


Concrete* OR overgeneral memor* OR over general memor* OR over-general
memor* OR memory specificity OR autobiographical memor* OR
autobiographical memor* (mapped) OR processing mode

AND


Depress* OR depression (mapped)

No date limitations were added.

2.2 Inclusion criteria
Population: Participants across the age range.
Intervention: MEST/CNT/processing mode that focused on modification of depressive
symptoms.
Comparators: Pre and post depressive symptom scores.
Outcomes: An outcome of depressive symptoms on a validated measure.
Study design: Randomised controlled trials and controlled trials.

2.3 Exclusion criteria
Non-English language papers; qualitative studies; non-peer reviewed publications; book
chapters; review papers; interventions embedded in a broader training programme e.g. life
review or mindfulness; interventions that primarily focus on treatment of another disorder.

2.4 Data synthesis
Following the recommendations of Popay et al. (2006), a narrative-synthesis approach was
chosen for this review due to the heterogeneity between the participants, methods and
interventions. This approach consists of three stages; 1) developing a preliminary
synthesis, 2) exploring relationships between articles and 3) assessing the robustness of the
synthesis. Narrative synthesis approaches can be criticised for lacking in transparency;
being prone to bias; and varying in the quality of how they are conducted (Snilstveit,
Oliver & Vojtkova, 2012). A narrative synthesis approach can, however, summarise and
evaluate qualitative and quantitative findings from multiple studies that, due to the
variation within the data, cannot be evaluated by more rigorous meta-analyses. Popay et
al.’s (2006) recommendations were used to reduce bias, to increase transparency and interrater reliability in the selection and analysis of studies. A data extraction form (Appendix
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2) was developed based on published guidance (Centre for Reviews and Dissemination,
2009).

2.5 Developing a preliminary synthesis
The preliminary synthesis of the studies entailed tabulation of the research data to include:
intervention type, comparison groups, cognitive mechanisms explored, outcome on
depressive symptoms and quality ratings.

2.6 Exploring relationships between articles
Information relevant to the systematic review’s objectives was initially entered into a data
extraction list (see Table 1). Vote counting was used to identify the frequency of which
themes relevant to the review appeared across the studies.

2.7 Assessing the robustness of the synthesis
The robustness of the descriptive and analytical themes derived from the literature was
assessed through reflecting critically on the synthesis process (as recommended by Popay
et al., 2006).

2.8 Methodological quality of studies
The quality of the included studies was appraised by using the Crowe Critical Appraisal
Tool (CCAT, Crowe & Shepard 2011, Appendix 3). The CCAT assesses the quality of
research studies through scoring 22 items in eight appraisal categories: preliminaries,
introduction, design, sampling, data collection, ethical matters, results and discussion.
Each category is given a score out of five, a total score and percentage. The CCAT does
not offer qualitative descriptions of the scores. Other appraisal tools have concluded that
>75% represents ‘good quality’, >50% is considered as ‘acceptable quality’ and <50%
demonstrates ‘poor quality’ (Walsh & Downe, 2006). The author rated the studies. To
ensure reliability, an independent rater also reviewed 5/8 of the papers.

There was

between 92.5% to 97.5% agreement on the scoring items, disagreements were resolved by
discussion and consensus ratings were used.
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3. RESULTS
Figure 2 summarises the study selection process.

The electronic databases search

identified 341 studies, 241 were reviewed once duplicates were removed. Of this total, 201
studies were rejected following screening of titles and abstracts, 40 full papers were
assessed. A total of eight studies met the inclusion criteria. An independent rater assessed
15 papers (eight deemed appropriate for inclusion and seven for exclusion) to ascertain
reliability of the inclusion criteria. There was 87% agreement between the two raters which
led to an adjustment of the inclusion/exclusion criteria, following this there was 100%
agreement. No additional papers were found through searching Google scholar (first 100
hits), from the references lists from eligible studies or by contacting key authors (two
replied).

Identification

Figure 2. Flow diagram of study selection process

Records identified through database searching
(n = 341)

Eligibility

Records screened
(n = 241)

Full-text articles
assessed
Full-text
articlesfor
eligibility
assessed for
(n
= 40) =40)
eligibilityn

Included

Screening

Records after duplicates removed
(n = 241)

Studies included in
synthesis
(n = 8)

Records excluded based
on title and abstract
(n = 201)

Full-text articles excluded
(n=32)
Included other interventions
(n = 20)
No valid measure of
depression (n = 5)
No post intervention
depression measure (n = 4)
Focus of intervention was
PTSD (n = 2)
No analysis conducted on
depressive symptoms (n = 1)
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3.1 Preliminary synthesis of studies
See Table 1 for a description of the interventions and Table 2 for information regarding
sample characteristics. Relevant information from the articles was collated on the data
extraction form and a data extraction list see Table 3 (Appendix 4 contains references).
Vote counting demonstrates the number of papers that recorded the relevant categories for
this review. Table 4 contains the tabulation synthesis of the included studies.

Table 1. Description of specificity training interventions
Intervention
Processing
mode

MEST
CNT

Authors
Moberly &
Watkins
(2006)
Hetherington
& Moulds
(2013)
Neshat-Doost
et al. (2013)
Galfin et al.
(2012)

Mogoase et
al. (2013)

Watkins &
Moberly
(2009)

Watkins et al.
(2009)
Watkins et al.
(2012)

Abbreviated Description of Intervention
Single session, no homework. Presentation of pictures
depicting HS. Participants in groups were taught how to
focus on the scenarios in more concrete ways.
Modelled training on above, however only used verbal
material.
Five weekly sessions and homework tasks. Practice
recalling AMs with specific details.
Single 30 minute session. Four weeks of 10 minutes
daily homework. Asked to recall and visualise AMs
with concrete details. Given audio recording of
intervention to practice.
Online intervention for seven days. Sent daily email of
a 15 minute task to increase concreteness of thinking.
Similar instructions as Watkins & Moberly (2009).
Used HS.
Single 70 minute session. 30 minutes homework for
seven days. Included relaxation in session and
homework. Asked to focus on thinking of events (HS
and AMs) in more concrete ways using mental
imagery. Given audio recording of intervention to
practice.
Single 1.5-2 hour session. Same duration as above and
similar method. Additionally used problem solving
techniques with events.
Single 1.5-2 hour session and 30 minutes daily
homework for six weeks. Identified a mildly upsetting
difficulty and worked through standardised steps to
enable concrete thinking. Mental imagery. Given audio
recording of intervention to practice.

Note: HS =Hypothetical Scenarios; AM = Autobiographical Memories.
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Table 2. Sample characteristics
Study

Moberly & Watkins (2006)
Hetherington & Moulds (2013)

Status of Participants

First year undergraduate psychology
students
Undergraduate psychology students
& community members.
Low and high dysphoric participants

Neshat-Doost et al. (2013)
Galfin et al. (2012)

Bereaved adolescents who were
recent refugee immigrants from a
war zone
Patients in palliative care

Mogoase et al. (2013)

Undergraduate students

Watkins & Moberly (2009)

Students and community adults

Watkins et al. (2009)

Students or community adults who
experienced depressive symptoms
Primary care patients

Watkins et al. (2012)

Mean (SD) of Depressive Symptoms per
Condition
Treatment
Control
Alternative
12.591
11.111
(10.28)
(6.12)
3.041
3.101
3.481
(2.03)
(2.16)
(2.28)
20.83
(7.94)
27.423
(13.63)

20.83
(7.94)
30.643
(15.47)

21.29
(7.88)
-

7.292
(4.23)
21.151
(7.76)
25.81
(9.7)
25.501
(6.69)
32.901
(10.03)

5.832,4
(2.55)
17.901
(8.41)
-

-

26.451
(12.64)
32. 521
(9.68)

25.21
(7.0)
25.851
(10.03)
32.161
(9.65)

Age
Mean &
(SD)
19.72
(3.69)
17-53
(range)

Gender

47 M,
89 F

136

14.88
(1.89)

12 M,
11 F

23

49-86
(range)
22.87
(4.27)
Adults#

15 M,
19F
2 M,
40 F
8 M,
28 F
21 M,
39 F
43 M,
78 F

34

Adults#
Adults#

54 F

Total
Sample
(n)
54

42
36
70^
121

Note: 1= Becks Depression Inventory–II (BDI-II); 2= Beck Depression Inventory-Fast Scale (BDI-FS); 3= Persian version of the Mood and Feeling
Questionnaire (pMFQ); SD = standard deviation; # Studies only gave mean and SD per condition; ^ = 10 participants were allocation to treatment but
dropped out, demographic information is not provided; 4= Differences in means were controlled for in the analysis.
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Table 3. Data extraction list
Category
Type of training

Format of sessions

Duration of intervention

Telephone contact
Components

Sample characteristics

Status

Age

Content of intervention (i.e.
what the intervention
focused on increasing the
specificity of)
Cognitive mechanisms
explored

Outcome on depressive
symptoms

Sub Category
MEST
CNT
Processing mode
Group
Individual
Individual or group
Online
One session only
One session and seven days homework practice
One session and four weeks homework practice
One session and six weeks homework practice
Five weekly sessions and homework practice
Telephone contact
No telephone contact
Problem solving
Relaxation
Mental Imagery
Clinical sample with depression
Inclusion criteria above cut off for depression
symptoms
Stable dysphoria
Students (included adolescents)
Community members
Mixed students and community members
Adolescents
Adults
Mixed adults and older adults
Hypothetical scenarios
Autobiographical memories
Hypothetical scenarios and autobiographical
memories
Memory specificity
Concreteness of thinking
Rumination
Self-focus
Global evaluations (irrational cognitions)
Overgeneralisation
High standards
Self criticism
Improvement post training
No improvement post training
Improvement at follow up

Count
(/8)
1
5
2
2
4
1
1
2
3
1
1
1
3
5
2
2
5
1
5
3
3
2
3
1
6
1
3
3
2
2
5
6
2
1
2
1
1
3
5
2/3
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3.2 Exploring relationships between articles
3.2.1 Outcome of training on depressive symptoms
There are many variations in the components of training; the content used (HS, AMs or
both); length of intervention sessions (some not reported, others ranged from 15 to 120
minutes); length of follow-up (1 day to 6 weeks); format (online, one to one or group);
homework length (not reported, none, 15 or 30 minutes); materials used for homework
(CD, diary, workbook, telephone contact). Therefore, it is difficult to make clear
conclusions about the results of the training as a whole on depressive symptoms.
Furthermore, 50% of the studies were conducted by the same research group (Watkins et
al.) and were published within six years of each other, therefore this might introduce
potential experimenter bias. Although the studies were conducted in the same area, from
the wording of the inclusion/exclusion criteria, there is nothing to indicate that the samples
were not independent. Similar results from different research groups increases the validity
and reliability of the results found. Although significant results have been largely found by
one research group, there are also significant findings in other samples (Hetherington &
Moulds, 2013; Neshat-Doost et al., 2013), however these findings are weaker.

Moberly and Watkins (2006) investigated how processing mode training changed
rumination and mood state following a failure task. The failure task involved participants
completing difficult problems. Positive affect did not alter following training, however,
there was a reduction in negative affect across both concrete and abstract conditions. After
the failure task, mood was negatively affected in both conditions. High trait rumination,
however, was only associated with reduced positive affect for the abstract condition.
Hetherington and Moulds (2013) examined whether processing mode training following a
success task (an easy task), would influence affect in low and high dysphoric individuals.
No changes in affect were found, except an increase in positive affect and a decrease in
negative affect in the controls. Processing mode did not alter affect following the success
task in low or high dysphoric individuals. These studies demonstrate inconsistent results.
Concrete processing mode training showed no impact on mood in one study and reduced
negative affect in the other. As negative affect also decreased significantly for participants
in the abstract condition, there is limited evidence for the improvements in mood observed
in the experimental group being solely due to concreteness of thinking. There is initial
evidence however that following a failure experience, concrete processing mode training is
protective of positive affect. This finding suggests potential benefits for processing mode
17

to be manipulated as part of a larger intervention (e.g. CNT) which was then later
developed and investigated.

Galfin et al. (2012) and Mogoase et al. (2013) did not find significant reductions in
depression following CNT. Watkins et al. (2009) found depression symptoms significantly
reduced in the CNT and BGT (Bogus Concreteness Training, active control condition),
compared to the Waiting List (WL) condition. There were significantly greater reductions
on one measure of depression for those in the CNT condition compared to the BGT
condition. It should be noted that there were no significant differences between the groups
on another measure of depression (although there was a trend towards a significant
reduction). This difference demonstrated a medium effect size. Watkins and Moberly
(2009) found significant reductions in depression symptoms for both the CNT+ Relaxation
Therapy (RT) and RT conditions, however the CNT condition demonstrated greater
reductions, with a small-medium effect size. Watkins et al. (2012) recruited the only
clinical sample (current episode of Major Depression or subthreshold) in this review. They
found that CNT+Treatment As Usual (TAU) compared to TAU demonstrated significant
reductions in depressive symptoms. There were no differences however, between the CNT
and RT conditions. Therefore the majority of CNT studies (3/5) found significant
reductions in depression symptoms. Whether CNT provides greater reductions in
depression symptoms relative to comparison treatments is still unknown. Watkins and
Moberly’s (2009) results should be interpreted with caution as the groups were not
matched for intervention factors (e.g. intervention duration) that could have confounded
these results.

Two studies conducted follow up assessments. Neshat-Doost et al. (2013) utilised
MEST. Depression symptoms did not improve compared to the controls. The MEST
group, however, demonstrated improvements in depressive symptoms eight weeks post
intervention whereas the control group’s scores did not differ. Watkins et al. (2012) found
that reductions in depressive symptoms remained significant at three and six months
follow up for CNT+TAU compared to TAU. This treatment effect was only significant for
mild-moderate levels of depression.

Improvements in depression symptoms on the

interviewer rated HAMD were only borderline significant at six months compared to TAU
(per protocol analysis). There were no significant differences in depressive symptoms
compared to the RT group. Therefore there is initial evidence that training individuals to
18

think in a concrete manner provides long term benefits in mood. MEST demonstrated a
delayed treatment response, whereas improvements in depression following CNT remained
stable overtime.

3.2.2 Content of training
Two main types of material were used as the focus for training. Hypothetical scenarios
(HS) involved a description of an event (e.g. ‘it is your birthday. Your family organised a
party for you at home’). Scenarios using autobiographical memories (AMs) involved the
participants recalling personally experienced events. None of the three studies that used
only HS found significant reductions in depression symptoms (Mogoase et al., 2013;
Hetherington & Moulds, 2013; Moberly & Watkins, 2006). Three studies used AMs. Two
found significant reductions in depression (Neshat-Doost et al., 2013; Watkins et al., 2012)
and one did not (Galfin et al., 2012). Studies that used both HS and AMs found significant
improvements in depression symptoms (Watkins & Moberly, 2009; Watkins et al., 2009).
Therefore the majority of evidence suggests that improving the concreteness of AMs
improves mood.

3.2.3 Relationships between cognitive mechanisms and depressive symptoms
Rumination
Rumination was assessed by examining the extent to which individuals dwelled on things
that had happened. Six studies investigated rumination. Watkins et al. (2012) found CNT
signiﬁcantly reduced rumination compared to RT. Watkins and Moberly (2009) found a
marginally significant reduction in rumination in the CNT condition compared to RT.
Watkins et al. (2009) found a significant reduction in rumination for CNT and BGT but not
for the WL condition. The reduction in rumination in the CNT condition was not greater
compared to the BGT condition. The findings for the above studies were also associated
with significant reductions in depression symptoms.

Mogoase et al. (2013) found no reductions in depression symptoms or rumination.
Moberly and Watkins (2006) found that trait rumination significantly predicted positive
affect post failure induction, after level of positive affect post training was controlled.
Rumination was not a significant predictor of negative affect post failure induction. Higher
levels of rumination were associated with reduced positive affect after the failure task, but
only in the abstract condition. Hetherington and Moulds (2013) only assessed rumination
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post intervention. Unsurprisingly, high dysphoric individuals scored higher in rumination
than low dysphoric individuals.

The results from the Watkins et al. (2009) study need to be interpreted with caution
as an intention to treat or per protocol analysis was not adopted for rumination scores,
therefore this could have biased the results. Overall, however, all the studies that showed
reductions in depression symptoms showed reductions in rumination, suggesting that this
is a key mechanism that mediates change in depressive symptoms.
Self focus
Two studies assessed self-focus. Participants were asked ‘how much are you focusing on
yourself right now?’ Moberly and Watkins (2006) found no change in self-focus between
the abstract and concrete conditions.

Hetherington and Moulds (2013) found that

participants in the control condition showed a significant reduction in self-focus post
training compared to those in the abstract and concrete conditions. In conclusion, concrete
processing mode training did not elicit changes in self-focus. Therefore, this evidence
suggests that concrete processing mode does not change self focus implying that self-focus
does not mediate reductions in depression symptoms in these studies.

Overgeneralisation
Two studies assessed overgeneralisation. Watkins et al. (2009) assessed the inclination to
generalise from a bad experience to a broader negative sense of self-worth. They found
significant reductions in overgeneralisation in the CNT condition, but not in the BGT or
WL conditions. Watkins et al. (2012) assessed negative overgeneralisation in terms of a
negative event being rated as due to the self, stable and global. They found that CNT
signiﬁcantly reduced negative overgeneralisation compared to RT and TAU conditions.
Overall there is evidence to suggest that CNT targets overgeneralisation more so than
alternative treatments and controls. Also it seems that improvements in overgeneralisation
underlie improvements in depressive symptoms.

Self-criticism and high standards
Watkins et al. (2009) assessed self-criticism and high standards. They found a significant
reduction in self-criticism in the CNT condition, no significant change in the BGT
condition and a significant increase in the WL condition. No significant reductions were
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found in high standards for any condition. Therefore evidence suggests that processing
information in a more concrete manner allows individuals to be less critical of themselves,
which is associated with a significant reduction in depressive symptoms.

Global evaluations
Mogoase et al. (2013) assessed global evaluations (irrational cognitions). They found a
marginally significant decrease in global evaluation in the CNT group but a significant
increase in the control group. This was associated with a non-significant reduction in
depression symptoms. It might be that change in irrational cognitions requires a longer
treatment to elicit significant reductions in depressive symptoms.

Problem solving
Watkins et al. (2009) found that problem solving ability did not improve in any of the
conditions; however they found an improvement in depressive symptoms. Therefore this
initial evidence demonstrates that CNT does not target problem solving ability, and
therefore change in this cognitive mechanism may not be required for improvements in
depressive symptoms.

Concreteness of thinking post training
Galfin et al. (2012) and Watkins and Moberly (2009) did not assess memory specificity or
concreteness of thinking. Two studies assessed AM specificity. Neshat-Doost et al. (2013)
demonstrated that MEST improved memory specificity. This was not associated with an
improvement in depressive symptoms immediately post training, although depressive
symptoms were significantly reduced eight weeks post intervention. Mogoase et al. (2013)
found that CNT did not reduce depressive symptoms or increase AM specificity, but
concreteness of thinking did improve.

All studies that assessed concreteness of thinking, found improvements post
intervention. For two studies this was associated with improvements in depressive
symptoms (Watkins et al., 2009; Watkins et al., 2012). However the results from the
Moberly and Watkins’s (2006) study suggest this improvement in depression symptoms
was not solely due to increased concrete thinking.

Watkins et al. (2009) however,

demonstrated that concreteness of thinking only showed a trend towards being
significantly correlated with depressive symptoms. Two studies demonstrated that
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although concreteness of thinking improved, depressive symptoms did not (Hetherington
& Moulds, 2013; Mogoase et al., 2013). Therefore preliminary evidence suggests that, as
intended, specificity training does improve concreteness in thinking. Evidence to suggest
that improvements in concrete thinking mediate improvements in depressive symptoms is
inconclusive. There is mixed evidence for improvements in AM specificity following
specificity training, and whether such changes are associated with improvements in
depression.

Together the results present mixed evidence of whether concrete processing mode
training improves mood after one session. It seems however, that concrete mode training is
protective of positive affect for individuals with high trait rumination after a failure task.
MEST provided five sessions in comparison to a single session for the other interventions,
suggesting that more face to face therapist contact is not required to produce significant
results. Most of the evidence suggests that CNT delivered face to face improves depressive
symptoms compared to controls, however, it is inconclusive whether CNT has added
therapeutic benefit to alternative treatments. CNT delivered online did not produce
reductions in depression symptoms, and the group interventions produced less clear results,
suggesting that there may be added benefit from these interventions being delivered on an
individual basis.

There is mixed evidence about what durations of interventions (including time
spent on homework) produce significant reductions in depressive symptoms. Although
evidence suggests that one to one CNT with seven days practice produces significant
reductions in depressive symptoms, the differences in results may be accounted for by
differences in format, content or sample characterises. Nothing is known about the stability
and durability of improvements in depressive symptoms following seven days practice of
CNT. There is initial evidence of long term benefits in depressive symptoms from
engagement in CNT and a delayed response effect from MEST interventions.

All studies that assessed concreteness of thinking found improvements post
intervention, and one study (out of two) found improvements in memory specificity. There
is mixed evidence whether thinking with more concrete construals is associated with
improvements in mood. Improved depression symptoms were associated with reduced
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rumination, overgeneralisation and self-criticism. This suggests that CNT targets these
cognitive mechanisms, which has positive implications for low mood.

The different components of the CNT training may also have implications for the
results. The studies with additional components (e.g. problem solving ability and
relaxation skills) found reductions in depressive symptoms. The majority of evidence
suggests that interventions using autobiographical memories produce the best results. It is
unclear whether level of depressive symptoms affected the results. Based on Watkins et al.
(2012) it is possible to conclude that CNT works best for mild-moderate levels of
depression. It is unclear however, which category of severity of depression CNT is most
effective for.

3.3 Assessing the robustness of the synthesis
The robustness of the themes derived from the literature was assessed through reflecting
critically on the synthesis process by including a critical discussion above. This discussion
took into account the limitations and potential sources of bias from the conclusions drawn
from the studies.

3.4 Methodological quality of papers
The quality of the data was appraised using the CCAT (Crowe & Shepard, 2011, see Table
4 for the total and percentage scores). All the studies were randomised controlled trials.
Using the qualitative descriptions, five studies were rated as ‘good quality’ and three as
‘acceptable quality’. Only three studies stated how the groups were randomised (Galfin et
al., 2012; Watkins et al., 2012; Neshat-Doost et al., 2013). Additionally, only two studies
(Watkins et al., 2012; Neshat-Doost et al., 2013) stated that the researchers assessing the
participants were blind to the treatment allocation. Watkins et al. (2009) and Watkins et al.
(2012) included interviewer rated measures to assess depression symptoms, which reduces
the bias of over stating symptoms in self reporting measures. Therefore the lack of details
in the randomisation, within the Watkins et al. (2009) and Watkins and Moberly (2009)
studies could have inflated the true effect of the results.

As the Hetherington and Moulds’ (2013) and Moberly and Watkins’ (2006) studies
involved one session, they were not required to use intention to treat analyses. Of the
remaining studies, three studies (Watkins et al., 2012; Galfin, et al., 2012; Neshat-Doost et
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al., 2013) used intention to treat or per protocol analyses. Three studies (Moberly &
Watkins, 2006; Watkins et al., 2009; Mogoase et al., 2013) only analysed the participants
that were tested. On the basis of this information, there needs to be an improvement in
studies reporting randomisation methods, using intention to treat/per protocol analyses and
blinding to reduce the risk of bias. Further reflections on the strengths and weaknesses of
the studies are detailed in the discussion.
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Table 4. Tabulation synthesis of results for significant findings
Study
Moberly &
Watkins
(2006)

Groups

Effect on Depressive Symptoms

Concrete process
-focused
processing mode

Post training: Negative affect: PANAS
Significant reduction in affect across both
concrete (d = 0.35#) and abstract conditions (d
= 0.20#)

Abstract,
evaluative
processing mode

Hetherington
& Moulds
(2013)

Concrete
processing mode

After failure manipulation:
Significant decrease in positive affect, and
increase in negative affect, however analysis
was not computed between conditions
Post training: Positive affect: PANAS
Significantly lower in the control condition to
the concrete/abstract conditions ^

Mechanism(s) of Change Examined
Rumination
Higher levels trait rumination associated with less positive
affect post failure for abstract condition

Concreteness of thinking
Abstract condition used more abstract, evaluative responses
than the concrete condition^

CCAT
/40 (%)
29
(73%)

27
(68%)

Control
Abstract
Negative affect: PANAS
processing mode - Significantly higher in control condition
think about the
compared to the concrete/abstract conditions^
meanings and
implications of
each situation.
NeshatDoost, et al.
2013)

MEST
Control

Follow up (8 weeks)
MEST group’s depression symptoms decreased
compared to controls (ITT d = 0.97). Also
MEST group were less depressed at follow up
compared to post training (ITT d = 0.47)

Rumination (only assessed post success)
Higher dysphoric individuals scored significantly higher in
rumination than the low dysphoric group
Self focus
Post training, the control condition was significantly less
self-focussed than the concrete and abstract conditions.
Controls were less self-focused from pre to post training ^
AM specificity- Post training
The MEST group reported an increase in specific memories
compared to controls (d = 2.56). The MEST group’s
memory specificity improved from pre to post intervention
(d = 2.14)

30
(75%)
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Table 4 continued
Study
Galfin,
et al. (2012)
Mogoase, et
al. (2013)

Groups

Effect on Depressive Symptoms

CNT
Control
CNT

Mechanism(s) of Change Examined

Concreteness of thinking
Significant increase in the CNT condition (d = 0.61)

CCAT
/40 (%)
36
(90%)
30
(75%)

Control
Global Evaluations (irrational cognitions)
Global evaluation demonstrated a marginally signiﬁcant
decrease (d = 0.46) from pre-to-post intervention in the
CNT group and signiﬁcantly increased in the control group
(d = 0.61). This difference became significant post
intervention (d = 0.64)
Watkins &
Moberly
(2009)

CNT +
Relaxation
Training (RT,
progressive
muscle
relaxation)

Significant reductions from pre to post in
CNT+RT (d= 1.31#) and RT (d= 0.82#)
conditions. The reduction was greater from pre
to post for CNT+ RT (d=1.30#) compared to RT
(d= .45#)

Rumination
Reduction in rumination from pre to post in CNT+RT (d=
1.40#) and RT (d= 0.46#) conditions. Greater reduction pre
to post in RT + CNT than RT (d= 0.58#)

27
(68%)

RT
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Table 4 continued
Study
Watkins,
et al.
(2009)

Groups

Effect on Depressive Symptoms

CNT
Bogus Concrete
Task (BGT)
Computerised
task – active
control
condition

BDI-II: Significant reduction from pre to post for
the CNT group and BGT group but not the WL.
The reduction was greater in the CNT condition
compared to the WL (d=1.36), but not compared
to BGT

Waiting List

HDRS: Significant reductions from pre to post
for in the CNT condition, but not the BGT or
WL conditions. The CNT condition
demonstrated greater reductions pre to post
compared to the WL (d = 1.00) and BGT (d= .59#) and there were no differences between the
BGT and WL conditions

Mechanism(s) of Change Examined
Rumination
Main effect of time. The CNT and BGT conditions
demonstrated significant reductions from pre to post, but
not in the WL condition. The CNT condition only
demonstrated greater reductions compared to the
WL(d=0.82#) condition and no differences were found
between the BGT and WL conditions

CCAT
/40 (%)
30
(75%)

Overgeneralisation
Only the CNT condition significantly reduced
overgeneralisation from pre to post
Self criticism
Significant reduction pre to post in the CNT condition and
a significant increase in the WL condition
Concrete thinking
Only the CNT condition demonstrated a greater increase
pre to post. Significantly greater increase from pre to post
in CNT relative to the BGT (d = 0.62#) & WL conditions
(d = 0.62#)
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Table 4 continued
Study
Watkins, et
al. (2012)

Groups
CNT +TAU
TAU
RT +TAU
Progressive
muscle
relaxation and
breathing
training

Effect on Depressive Symptoms
Post treatment, TAU+CNT compared to TAU
showed significant reductions on HAMD (ITT: d
=0.76), BDI-II (ITT, d=1.07) and PHQ-9 (ITT:
d=0.89)
TAU+CNT compared to TAU+RT significant
reductions only for PHQ-9 (PP: d= -.62#)
Follow up
From post treatment to follow up, TAU+CNT
compared to TAU was borderline significant at six
months on HAMD PP^. TAU+CNT compared to
TAU demonstrated a reduction in BDI-II and PHQ9 at 8 weeks, 3 and 6 months follow up^.

Mechanism(s) of Change Examined
Rumination
Post intervention, TAU+CNT compared to TAU
demonstrated a greater reduction (ITT, d= -0.73#)

CCAT
/40 (%)
37
(93%)

Negative overgeneralisation
Post intervention, TAU+CNT compared to TAU
demonstrated a greater reduction (ITT, d= -0.46#) also
compared to TAU+RT (ITT, d= -0.62#)
Concrete thinking
Post intervention, TAU+CNT compared to TAU
demonstrated a greater increase (ITT, d= 0.84#)

Signiﬁcant treatment eﬀect between TAU+CNT
compared to TAU for mild to moderate levels of
depression
Note: CNT= Concreteness Training; RT = Relaxation Training; TAU = Treatment As Usual; MEST = Memory Specificity Training; BDI-FS = Becks
Depression Inventory - Fast Scale; BDI-II = Becks Depression Inventory – II; HAMD/HDRS= Interviewer rated Hamilton Depression Rating Scale; PANAS=
Positive and Negative Affect Schedule; PEQ = Problem Elaboration Questionnaire; AMT = Autobiographical Memory Test; RRS = Ruminative Response
Scale; ABS-II = Attitude and Belief Scale; ASQ = Attributional Style Questionnaire (negative overgeneralisation); AM = Autobiographical Memories; HS
=Hypothetical scenarios; H/W = homework; PP = Per Protocol analysis; ITT = Intention to Treat analysis; # = effect size calculated by researcher;
^information not available to calculate effect size.
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4. DISCUSSION
The presence of cognitive biases in depression is well known. Research into specificity
training for depression is one attempt at applying this knowledge.

This is the first

systematic review to synthesise this limited evidence base. This review has highlighted
that a lot of heterogeneity exists across the studies in terms of methods of interventions,
samples and results. There are many variations in the components of the training, the
content used, duration of sessions, length of follow-up and homework details. Additionally
there is a wide range of baseline levels of depression. Six of the studies used student
samples which leads to further questions of the generalisability of the results.

Three studies (Watkins et al., 2012; Watkins et al., 2009; Watkins & Moberly,
2009) present evidence that CNT improves depressive symptoms compared to TAU.
There is mixed evidence as to whether CNT produces greater reductions in depression
compared to other treatments. Watkins et al. (2012) found that CNT was not more
effective than relaxation training, however the study was not powered to detect differences
to an active condition. Watkins and Moberly’s (2009) results found a greater treatment
effect for CNT compared to RT, however these results need to be interpreted with caution
as the groups were not matched for intervention factors that could have confounded these
results. The quality of the studies that produced significant results were of ‘good quality’
(Watkins et al., 2012; Watkins et al., 2009) and one of was ‘acceptable quality’ (Watkins
& Moberly, 2009). Although the samples appear to be independent, half of the included
studies were conducted by the same research group and therefore some caution should be
taken when generalising these findings.

MEST demonstrated a delayed treatment response. Neshat-Doost et al. (2013)
found that a reduction in depressive symptoms only became significant at an eight week
follow up in refugee war migrants. Due to a delayed response to the intervention, it could
be that there was a spurious effect e.g. natural recovery. The study did not provide detail of
comorbidities or length of time since the bereavements which may have affected the
results. Galfin et al. (2012) found that CNT did not reduce depressive symptoms in cancer
patients. These patients however would be experiencing deteriorating health and increased
fatigue which could contribute to depressive symptoms. This finding is consistent with
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previous research of patients in palliative care receiving cognitive behavioural therapy
from nurses (Moorey et al., 2009).

Of the four studies that did not find significant reductions in depressive symptoms,
two did not provide a power calculation (Moberly & Watkins, 2006; Hetherington
& Moulds, 2013), and two reached less than optimal power (Mogoase et al., 2013;
Galfin et al., 2012). Therefore larger samples could elicit different findings. Three of the
studies assessed the success of the intervention after a week (two with significant
findings). Therefore it seems that a one week intervention in CNT can produce significant
reductions in depression measures but the longer term benefits are still unknown. Due to
the variation in the interventions it is difficult to conclude which severity level of
depression CNT is most effective for.

Interventions that included AMs reduced depressive symptoms at post intervention
or follow up. Therefore, interventions using self-relevant events (e.g. AMs) may be more
effective, perhaps because it is easier to generalise skills to other self relevant events in the
participants’ lives which could reduce rumination. Rumination is focused on personal past
experiences but in an insufficiently specific way, to promote effective problem solving.
Using AMs and teaching specificity may break this cycle by switching to a more
productive problem solving mode. Linked to this hypothesis, two out three studies that
found reductions in depression used problem solving in their intervention. Only one,
however, investigated the impact of training on problem solving ability which found no
improvements. In line with previous research, significant reductions in depression
symptoms were associated with reductions in rumination, overgeneralisation (Rimes &
Watkins, 2005) and self-criticism (Shahar, 2015).

Therefore this suggests that these

cognitive processes are involved in the maintenance of depression, and training individuals
to thinking more concretely improves these mechanisms, which also positively impacts on
mood. Furthermore, training to think in a concrete manner was protective of positive mood
after a failure task for individuals with high trait rumination. Therefore initial research
demonstrates that adopting concrete construals limits the emotional response to failure
tasks.
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All studies that assessed concreteness of thinking post intervention found an
improvement, demonstrating that training produced a reduction in abstract construals as
intended. This, however, was not always associated with an improvement in self-rated
depression scores. This finding might be due to subgroup effects that influenced depression
scores. For example, there might need to be a threshold of concreteness that needs to be
passed in order to get an effect, or individuals might have to exceed a threshold of severity
of abstract processing that is then ‘fixed’ by concreteness training.
Conway and Pleydell-Pearce’s (2000) SMS model highlights that OGM is a result
of individuals abandoning their search for a specific memory prematurely. Previous
research has shown that OGM is a cognitive marker of depression (Williams et al., 2007).
The results provide mixed evidence of whether improvements in concreteness of thinking
are associated with improvements in depressive symptoms. This might relate to do the
duration of intervention. As OGM becomes habitual over time, it might take longer for this
style to convert back to the retrieval of specific details. As discussed there may also be a
threshold/severity effect which impacts on outcome.

4.1 Limitations
The data extraction list was developed through systematically analysing the themes and
connections within the literature. Due to time constraints, however, it was not possible to
have this independently examined as recommended for best practice (e.g. Popay et al.,
2006). Furthermore, this review attempted to describe associations between cognitive
mechanisms of change and depression, but most studies did not provide the statistical
analyses that would allow confident conclusions in this domain. Another limitation of the
review is that only studies in English language were included, therefore the results and
inferences made may be biased.

4.2 Future research
Although some of the studies in this review have shown that training individuals to think in
a more concrete manner reduces depressive symptoms, this result has not been consistent.
Therefore future research is warranted in this area to allow for more definite conclusions to
inform clinical practice. More randomised controlled trials are required to account for the
feasibility of CNT and MEST as evidence based interventions to treat depression. Studies
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should use clinical samples; be adequately powered; detail methods of randomisation and
blinding; and use intention to treat analyses. It would be helpful for future studies to
conduct mediation analyses to explore the effects of cognitive mechanisms on depressive
symptoms. Additionally research should compare CNT to an alternative intervention and
assess the longer terms effects with follow up trials. Furthermore, it would be useful to
directly test the impact of using AMs against HS within the same study. Finally, studies
should assess abstract overgeneral bias by utilising a measure of AM specificity such as
the Autobiographical Memory Test (Williams & Broadbent, 1986).

4.3 Conclusions
This review highlights that the evidence for specificity training as a treatment for
depressive symptoms is inconsistent at present. There is some evidence that CNT improves
depressive symptoms and mixed evidence whether CNT offers added therapeutic benefit to
established treatments. Specificity of thinking improved in specificity training, however,
this was only associated with improved mood in three studies. In order to see a reduction in
depressive symptoms, a threshold of concreteness in thinking may need to be exceeded.
Alternatively, individuals may have to surpass a threshold of severity of abstract
processing that is then ‘fixed’ by concreteness training. Beck’s Cognitive Theory of
depression (1967) highlights the importance of cognitive biases in the maintenance of
depression. In support of this, improvements in rumination, overgeneralisation and selfcriticism were associated with significant reductions in depression symptoms.

This review highlights that heterogeneity exists across the included studies in terms
of methods of interventions, protocols and samples. This variation makes it difficult to
draw conclusions about the outcome of the interventions on depressive symptoms. The
literature is of an acceptable to good quality which bolsters some conclusions, but
methodological limitations (e.g. low power, bias in design and analysis) could have
impacted on the findings of these studies. Due to the large variation in the samples’
characteristics and level of depressive symptoms, generalisation of the results to
individuals experiencing Major Depressive Disorder should be done so with caution at
present.
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PLAIN ENGLISH SUMMARY

Background: Depression is projected to be the largest source of health related disability in
the world by 2030 (World Health Organisation, 2008). Key events in one’s life, and the
way that they are recalled can have a dramatic impact on sense of self, and this can
contribute to poor mental health. Self-defining memories (SDMs) are memories that
explain how a person has come to be the person they currently are (Singer & Moffitt,
1991-1992). No previous research has assessed SDMs in depressed older adults and only
three studies have assessed SDMs in older adults. Also, none of these studies have
accounted for potential explanations of what processes affect the recall of these memories.
Aims: This study aimed to characterise depressed and non-depressed older adults’ SDMs.
Processes that might affect SDMs were also examined. In particular, how avoidance of
‘thinking about thoughts’ (cognitive avoidance) and the ability to ‘think about thinking’
(metacognition) affects the recall of SDMs.

Methods: Depressed patients in Older Adult Community Mental Health Teams and
inpatient wards were compared to older adults without depression. The research involved
one appointment where participants completed three questionnaires. One questionnaire
measured depression symptoms, the second measured cognitive avoidance and the third
measured metacognition. Participants also completed a short test which assessed factors
like memory and attention, to detect difficulties in these areas that were not age related.
Participants then described five SDMs and scored how important and vivid the memories
were, what emotion they felt at the time of recalling each memory and how long ago the
memory took place.

Results: Older adults with depression recalled fewer specific memories than non-depressed
older adults. They also took less meaning from their memories (e.g. their recollections
contained fewer statements such as ‘this memory taught me that…’). However, the two
groups had not had the same number of years of education. When this was taken into
account, the differences in meaning making and memory specificity between the groups
were no longer apparent. This raises the possibility that the number of years of education,
not the presence of depression, caused the differences in memory specificity and meaning
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making between the two groups. But, given that no other research has reported such an
effect of education, it remains for future research to clarify this relationship. Cognitive
avoidance was not associated with how specific the memories were and metacognition was
not associated with the ability to derive meaning from the memories. Depressed older
adults reported memories of the same importance and vividness as older adults without
depression, the memories were also from the same timeframe. Depressed older adults
however reported more negative memories whereas non-depressed older adults reported
more happy memories. Both groups recalled the majority of memories that described
relationships.

Non-depressed

older

adults

recalled

more

memories

concerning

achievements or recreation, whereas depressed older adults recalled more memories
concerning life threatening events.

Conclusions:

This study showed that depressed older adults recalled less specific

memories and took less meaning from their memories than older adults without depression.
Cognitive avoidance and metacognition were not associated with either of these aspects. If
depressed older adults continue to define themselves by these negative key memories,
recall memories in a less specific way, and do not integrate these memories in a way that
shows greater self-understanding, then these factors may maintain low mood. Years of
education cannot be ruled out as a factor that caused the differences in memory specificity
and meaning making between the two groups.

Future studies need to explore why

depressed older adults recall less specific memories and take less meaning from their
memories, and also to further examine the role of years of education on these factors.

References: Singer, J. A., & Moffitt, K. H. (1991-1992). An experimental investigation of
specificity and generality in memory narratives. Imagination, Cognition and Personality,
11(3), 233–257.

World Health Organisation (2008). The global burden of disease: 2004 Update. Geneva:
WHO.
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ABSTRACT
Background: Self-defining memories (SDMs) are key memories that describe how a
person has come to be the person they currently are. Key events in one’s life, and the
way that they are recalled can have a dramatic impact on sense of self, and this can
contribute to depression. Therefore understanding SDMs and the processes that
affect their recall is of important clinical value. This research extends Singer et al.’s
(2007) research by examining OAs with depression.
Research questions: This study examined the characteristics of depressed and nondepressed OAs SDMs along the dimensions of content, affective valence, memory
specificity and the ability to derive meaning from memories. Additionally, the study
explored contributors to overgeneral memory by measuring cognitive avoidance and
assessing metacognitive factors in meaning making ability.
Methods: A cross-sectional between groups study of 16 depressed and 19 nondepressed OAs. Participants completed the Montreal Cognitive Assessment, the
Geriatric Depression Scale, the Metacognitions Questionnaire-30, the White Bear
Suppression Inventory, the Self-defining Memory Task and the Self-defining
Memory Rating Sheet. The groups were reasonably well matched on demographic
variables except for education, gender and physical health problems.
Results: Depressed OAs recalled fewer specific memories than non-depressed OAs
and were less able to derive meaning from their memories. However, when years of
education was controlled for in a partial correlation, the correlations between
depression scores, memory specificity and meaning making ability were no longer
significant. Cognitive avoidance was not significantly correlated with memory
specificity and metacognition was not significantly correlated with meaning making
ability.
Conclusions: These results are broadly consistent with previous studies of
overgeneral memory in individuals with depression. The results raise the possibility
that years of education also contributed to the differences between the two groups
and so potential interpretations of this finding are also presented. None of the
psychological mechanisms investigated were significantly correlated with memory
specificity or integrative meaning. Larger samples and demographically matched
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groups are required to conduct mediation analyses on factors influencing over
general memory and meaning making ability in SDMs.
Keywords: Depression; self-defining memories; memory specificity; avoidance; and
metacognition.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Depression is a prominent cause of disability worldwide (World Health Organisation,
2008), and a prevalent problem for older adults (OAs). Pachana and Laidlaw (2014)
highlight that depressive symptoms are common (6% to 15%) in community dwelling
OAs, and 1% to 6% fulfil criteria for Major Depressive Disorder. Additionally, due to an
aging population in the UK (Lutz, Sanderson & Scherbov, 2008) the number of OAs
experiencing depression is expected to rise. Depression causes substantial changes in
beliefs, memories, appraisals about the self and personal experiences, and therefore has a
significant impact on wellbeing. The way that people remember key events from their life
has been demonstrated to influence depressed mood, but this relationship needs to be better
understood. The current study examined the characteristics of depressed and non-depressed
OA’s memories that are important to their sense of self, and assessed the potential
psychological mechanisms that could affect the recall of these memories.
1.1 The nature of self-defining and autobiographical memories
Autobiographical memories (AMs) incorporate facts and knowledge about the self and
recollections of personal experiences (Williams, Conway & Cohen, 2008). It is well
known that AMs and the self are intertwined psychological constructs (Singer & Salovey,
1993; Conway & Pleydell-Pearce, 2000). Self-defining memories (SDMs) are a subtype of
AMs that help describe how a person has come to be the person they currently are (Singer
& Moffitt, 1991-1992). SDMs have five characteristics: high affective intensity (of any
emotion), vividness, high levels of rehearsal, links to other similar memories and a
connection to an enduring concern or conflict (Singer & Moffitt, 1991-1992).

1.2 The functions of AM and SDMs
AMs help individuals to problem solve, regulate moods (Williams et al., 2007) and
maintain social relationships (Alea & Bluck, 2003). SDMs allow individuals to pursue
goals and enable reflection on the meaning of previous experiences (Singer & Blagov,
2004). In healthy populations, an individual’s sense of self and their memories coalesce
into a coherent story. Motivational factors, such as the psychological need to maintain a
stable sense of self influence how AMs are encoded and retrieved (Conway & PleydellPearce, 2000). Individuals form and modify memories to make accurate predictions about
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the world (adaptive correspondence) but also filter what is encoded to maintain a stable
sense of self (self-coherence) (Conway & Pleydell-Pearce, 2000).

1.3 Implications of AM/SDM disturbance
AMs and SDMs play a vital part in the development and maintenance of a range of
psychological disorders. Depression can arise when individuals do not attain their desired
goals, leading to rumination on memories which remind them of their failures. Depressed
individuals’ recall of mood congruent memories can perpetuate depressive mood states
(Matt, Vazquez & Campbell, 1992). In contrast, non-depressed individuals tendency to
preferentially recall positive memories is thought to counteract negative mood states
(Josephson, 1996).

Through time, depression affects the organisation and retrieval of memories which
leads to a less specific retrieval style that becomes habitual and generalises across
situations (Williams et al., 2007). Conway and Pleydell-Pearce’s Self Memory System
Model (SMS, 2000) states that AMs are stored and retrieved in a hierarchy based on the
specificity of the memory. It is hypothesised that individuals with depression recall more
general memories as they truncate their search prior to retrieving a specific memory.
Williams et al.’s (2007) review highlights eleven studies which demonstrated that adults
with depression exhibit more overgeneral memories (OGMs) than matched controls. The
overgeneral retrieval pattern persists when depression has been treated, suggesting that
OGM is a vulnerability factor for depression (Brittlebank, Scott, Williams & Ferrier,
1993). Blagov and Singer (2004) investigated personality traits and SDMs. They found
that higher scores of repressive defensiveness were significantly correlated with less
specific memories. Suggesting that through a process of avoidance, individuals who have
an increased tendency to repress, recall less specific details of memories, perhaps to protect
the self from threatening material. This is consistent with the SMS model (Conway &
Pleydell-Pearce, 2000). Individuals with depression tend to engage in cognitive avoidance
in an attempt to maintain psychological wellbeing by suppressing negative material
(Beevers, Wenzlaff & Hayes, 1999), therefore this avoidance affects the recall of AMs and
SDMs.
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In addition to personal memories being more or less specific or self-defining, they
are also able to be an object of appraisal in their own right. That is, individuals can make
sense of their AMs/SDMs by taking an observer (metacognitive) perspective.
Metacognition refers to “the psychological structures, knowledge, events and processes
that are involved in the control, modiﬁcation and interpretation of thinking itself” (Wells &
Cartwright-Hatton, 2004, p. 386). Research has demonstrated that metacognition plays an
important role in the development and maintenance of depression (Wells & CartwrightHatton, 2004; Corcoran & Segal, 2008). Distress can arise when individuals are not able to
adaptively make sense of their experiences and this can be a reason for seeking therapy.
Therefore knowledge of the specificity of memories is important, but it also important to
understand the appraisal of memories for drawing conclusions about the meaning of key
experiences. For successful aging to occur, the reminiscence literature highlights the
importance of OAs recalling past experiences to facilitate the maintenance of stable sense
of self (Webster, Bohlmeijer & Westerhoff, 2010).

1.4 AMs and SDMs in OAs
The memory and aging literature concludes that OAs are predisposed to OGM due to the
aging process (Levine, Svoboda, Hay, Moscovitch & Winocur, 2002; Piolino, 2002). Also,
it is well documented that an OGM style is characteristic of depression in adults (Williams
et al., 2007), however, only three studies have investigated OGM in OAs with depression
(Birch & Davidson, 2007; Ricarte et al., 2011; Burns, 2014). All studies found that
depressed OAs provided more OGMs than healthy aged matched controls.

Over the last decade, researchers have utilised SDMs to explore the relationship
between AMs and the self. For example, Singer et al. (2007) compared OAs memories to
college students in the United States in a non-clinical sample. The results showed that
OAs recalled fewer specific memories (44%) than students (83%). They also found that
OAs’ SDMs were more positive and contained more integrative meaning (defined as “an
additional statement about the specific significance or meaning of the memory to the
individual”, Singer & Blagov, 2002, p.15). They found that 43% of OAs derived meaning
from at least 60% of their memories compared to 21% of the students. The authors
hypothesised that OAs were better able to derive meaning, as they have a larger repertoire
of memories and have had more time to integrate lessons from their experiences. McLean
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(2008) studied narrative identity by comparing SDMs of OAs to adolescences and adults.
This study found no differences in the frequencies of self-event connections (making
connections between the self and experience e.g. ‘I learned that’) or levels of reflective
processing (evidence of reflecting on experiences) between the two groups. The potential
mechanisms underlying these differences were not explored, however Staudinger (2001),
suggested that older and younger adults should engage in equal frequencies of reflective
processing, but the reflective function would be different. In summary, to date, there is
limited evidence that explores OAs’ SDMs. The evidence is mixed as to whether OAs
derive more meaning from their memories compared to younger populations. The AM
literature concludes that OAs recall more OGMs compared to adults, and there is initial
evidence of this within the SDM literature.

1.5 Gaps in the understanding of AMs and SDMs in OAs
Previous studies have investigated AMs by using the Autobiographical Memory Test
(Williams & Broadbent, 1986) and other derivatives of classic word cueing paradigms.
Research has begun to broaden this knowledge of AMs by investigating SDMs. Three
studies (Singer et al. 2007; McLean, 2008; Martinelli, Anssens, Sperduti & Piolino, 2013)
have investigated SDMs solely in OA populations, and no study has investigated SDMs in
a UK, or depressed OA sample. These studies highlighted that the OGM phenomena
extends to SDMs. OGM has been well researched, however there is a need to conduct
studies that examine why this pattern emerges. Research on SDMs has been conducted in
clinical populations such adults/older adults diagnosed with complicated grief (Maccallum
& Bryant, 2008). This study found that these individuals demonstrated reduced meaning
making compared to controls. No study has investigated SDMs in older adults with
depression.

Engagement in psychological therapy often requires the individual to recall, reflect
and make sense of important past events. This process relies heavily on AMs/SDMs.
Given the negative implications of OGM (Brittlebank et al., 1993; Williams et al., 2007),
and the crucial impact of SDMs on psychological wellbeing (as the way in which key
events are recalled can have a dramatic impact on sense of self, and this can contribute to
psychopathology), further research is warranted in this area. This study therefore extends
the Singer et al.’s (2007) research to investigating SDMs in OAs with depression and
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explores the cognitive mechanisms associated with OGM and people’s ability to take
meaning from key experiences. As individuals with depression have deficits in
metacognitive ability, it is thought that depressed OAs will derive less meaning from their
memories in the current study. Also, as individuals with depression attempt to avoid
negative material to preserve mood (Beevers et al., 1999), cognitive avoidance was chosen
as a potential mediator of OGM. Memory specificity in depressed OAs can improve with
autobiographical retrieval practice as part of life review therapy (Serrano, Latorre, Gatz &
Montanes, 2004), which leads to a reduction in depression symptomology. Therefore by
gaining insights into the processes associated with OGM, this information could guide
treatments in OAs.

1.6 Aims of the current study
To explore the nature of SDMs in a depressed and healthy OA population. OGM was
explored by assessing the impact of cognitive avoidance on recall specificity, and
metacognition was examined to assess the impact of recall on integrative meaning ability.

1.7 Hypotheses
1. Depressed older adults will generate less specific self-defining memories than nondepressed older adults.
2. Taking meaning from autobiographical memories, will be reduced in depressed
older adults compared to non-depressed older adults.
Secondary hypotheses;
3. The interaction between depression and memory specificity will be mediated by
avoidance, as measured by the White Bear Suppression Inventory.
4. The interaction between depression and integrative meaning will be mediated by
metacognition, as measured by the Metacognitions Questionnaire-30.

2. METHOD
2.1 Participants
Thirty-five participants were recruited from Lanarkshire, Scotland. The depressed group
(n=16) were recruited in the following NHS services: Psychological Therapies for Older
People Team, Elderly Community Mental Health Teams and functional inpatient wards.
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The control group (n=19) were recruited from the University of the 3rd Age groups. The
researcher also displayed posters about the research in council libraries and provided an
advert on the Voluntary South Lanarkshire newsletter, however no one from these latter
sources took part.

2.2 Inclusion/exclusion criteria
All participants were required to be 65 years old or over and have an adequate command of
the English language (i.e. did not require an interpreter). The exclusion criteria were:
serious medical illness (e.g. heart attack, liver disease) or cerebrovascular events (e.g.
stroke, cerebral ischemia) that have resulted in persisting cognitive problems (suspected by
the person/clinician); severe head injury or cerebral infection resulting in persisting
cognitive problems; learning disability or a diagnosis of dementia. These exclusions
reduced the confounding effect of general cognitive problems on OGM. Additionally
participants had to score ≥ 26 on the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA, Nasreddine
et al., 2005). The depressed participants also had to demonstrate current depressive
symptoms (as indicated by the clinicians judgement or a case note recorded diagnosis of
depression) and to score ≥11 on the Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS, Yesavage et al.,
1983). The control group were required to score <11 on the GDS and to not have contacted
their GP regarding difficulties with depression in the last five years.

2.3 Measures
The Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS: Yesavage et al., 1983). The GDS is a 30 item selfreport questionnaire measuring depressive symptoms in OAs. Brink et al. (1981) found
that, if using a cut off of 11 to indicate depression, the GDS yielded a 95% specificity and
84% sensitivity. They suggest that a score of ≥11 should be used as an indicator of
depression. The GDS has been found to be a valid and reliable self report measure of
geriatric depression (Yesavage et al., 1983).

Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA: Nasreddine et al., 2005). The MoCA is a
neuropsychological screen for cognitive impairment. The test assesses the following
cognitive domains: visuospatial/executive function, naming, memory, attention, language,
abstraction and orientation. It provides a maximum score of 30 and a cut off of 26 provides
a 90% sensitivity of detecting mild cognitive impairment and an 87% specificity. The cut
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off score is adjusted for years spent in education. It has demonstrated good internal
consistency (alpha= .83), test-retest reliability (correlation coefficient = .92), and sound
content validity (the correlation coefficient between the MoCA and the Mini Mental State
Exam (Folstein, Folstein & McHugh, 1975) was high = 0.87). The MoCA has been
validated for people aged 55 to 85 years old.

White Bear Suppression Inventory (WBSI: Wegner & Zanakos, 1994). The WBSI is a 15
item questionnaire that measures thought suppression. The WBSI provides a total score of
75, with higher scores indicating a tendency to cope by avoiding unwanted mental
experiences through thought suppression. The WBSI demonstrates good internal
consistency (alphas range from .87 to .89), good test-retest reliability within a week
(correlation coefficient =.92), and sound convergent validity with the Beck Depression
Inventory (Beck, Rush, Shaw & Emery, 1979), the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory
(Spielberger, 1983) and the Maudsley Obsessive-Compulsive Inventory (Hodgson &
Rachman, 1977).

Metacognitions Questionnaire-30 (MCQ-30: Wells & Cartwright-Hatton, 2004). The
MCQ-30 is a 30 item self-report questionnaire that measures metacognitive beliefs and
beliefs about worrying. The scale assesses five factors: cognitive conﬁdence, positive
beliefs about worry, cognitive self-consciousness, negative beliefs about uncontrollability
of thoughts and danger, and beliefs about the need to control thoughts. This scale has
demonstrated good internal consistency (alphas ranged from .72 to .93 for total score) and
convergent validity to related constructs (Padua Inventory and Penn State Worry
Questionnaire).

Self-defining Memory Task (SDMT) and Self-defining Memory Rating Sheet (SDMRS:
Blagov & Singer, 2002). The SDMT instructs participants to recall a SDM with the
following attributes: vividness, emotionality, repetitive recall, importance and connection
to other memories (Appendix 5). The SDMRS asks the participant to state the age of the
memory, rate the current impact of the memory on their affect and rate how vivid and
important the memory is. The scoring system for the SDMT demonstrated good inter-rater
reliability (κ = .80 to .98 for scoring specificity and κ = .70 for scoring meaning).
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2.4 Procedure
Clinicians told eligible depressed participants about the study. For the control group, the
researcher attended University of the 3rd Age meetings. Interested participants either
provided their contact details or contacted the researcher to take part. Participants had at
least 24 hours to consider participation.

The testing session lasted between 45 to 120 minutes (70 minutes average). The
following standardised protocol was used: The participants read the information sheet
(Appendix 6) with the researcher. Next, the participant signed the consent form (Appendix
7). The participant then completed a demographic questionnaire (Appendix 8) and the
screening questionnaires (MoCA and GDS). If the participant did not meet the inclusion
criteria for the MoCA, they were debriefed (Appendix 9) and their clinician (referrer or
G.P) was informed. A copy of the MoCA was sent to their clinician.

Those that met inclusion criteria completed the Self-defining Memory Task
(SDMT) (Appendix 5). Five memories were elicited and then rated on the Self-defining
Memory Rating Sheet (Appendix 10). The SDMT was audio recorded and answers were
later transcribed. Participants then completed the Metacognitions Questionnaire-30 and
the White Bear Suppression Inventory. Participants were debriefed and their clinician was
informed (as above). Additional background information (prescribed medications, physical
health conditions and diagnoses) was obtained from medical records.

2.5 Scoring of memories
A total of 175 SDMs were scored following the Singer and Blagov (2002) manual
(Appendix 11). Memory specificity was reported as the primary outcome (scored as 0 for
non-specific and 1 for specific). A specific memory was defined as “having a unique
occurrence and has a brief duration of less than one day” (Singer & Blagov, 2002 p. 7).
Meaning making, defined as “an additional statement about the specific significance or
meaning of the memory to the individual” (Singer & Blagov, 2002, p. 15) was scored as 0
for non-integrative and 1 for integrative.
The participant rated how vivid and important the memories were from ‘not at all’
(0) to ‘extremely’ (6). Affect experienced when the participant recalled the memories in
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the session was rated in the same way for 12 emotions (happy, sad, angry, fearful,
surprised, ashamed, disgusted, guilty, interested, embarrassed, contemptful and proud).
The content of the memories were classified into ten categories following Thorne and
McLean’s (2001) manual (Appendix 12): life threatening events (subdivided into four
categories: death or serious injury/illness of someone else, serious accident/illness of self,
physical assault to oneself, rape or sexual assault to self), recreation, relationship,
achievement/mastery, guilt/shame, drug/alcohol and ‘events not classable’. The event
categories were devised from a sample of 600 SDMs narratives, 80% of which came from
college students (aged 18 to 22 years) and 5% came from OAs (aged 40 to 88 years).

An independent rater blind to group status scored 25% of the memories. This
achieved an overall agreement of κ=.953 for specificity, κ=.665 for meaning making, and
κ=.756 for content between the two raters. Disagreements were resolved by discussion and
consensus ratings were used in analyses.

2.6 Ethical approval
Approvals were obtained from the University of Glasgow, West of Scotland Research
Ethics Committee, and NHS Lanarkshire Research and Development Department
(Appendices 13-17).

2.7 Sample size calculation
No other study has examined depressed OAs SDMs, therefore the effect size was inferred
from Singer et al.’s (2007) study. They found reduced memory specificity of OAs
(M=2.27, SD=1.79) compared to college students (M=3.69, SD=1.45).

A power

calculation using G* Power 3 (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang & Buchner, 2007), suggested that in
order to obtain adequate power given a large effect size1, a total of 44 participants would
be needed. Eighty per cent power should give a 1.4 mean difference between the groups.

2.8 Data analysis
Data were analysed with the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) for
Windows version 19.0 (SPSS; Chicago, IL). Alpha was set at .05 to test significance (two

1

Effect size (d) based on Cohen (1988), who defined a large effect size as d=.8 difference between the
means.
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tailed). To compare the differences between the groups, chi-square tests were computed
for categorical data and either independent sample t tests or Mann-Whitney U tests were
performed based on the distribution of the data. Mann-Whitney U tests were used to assess
the main hypotheses. For the secondary analyses, correlations and multiple regression
analyses were planned.

3. RESULTS
3.1 Patient flow
Twenty-two depressed patients were approached but declined.

Reasons for refusal

included no interest in the study (n=2) and concerns about involvement (n=14). The six
remaining patients did not provide a reason. Sixteen depressed patients (including one
inpatient) met the study’s inclusion criteria and agreed to take part. Thirty-three
participants in the control group expressed interest in the study however only 19 met the
inclusion criteria. Two controls and three depressed participants were excluded as they
scored below 26 on the MoCA. Another two depressed participants were excluded due to
the researcher having concerns about capacity to consent.

3.2 Sample characteristics
The sample characteristics are presented in Table 1 and the test scores in Table 2. The
groups did not differ for age and cognitive ability (defined by MoCA). Alcohol use
patterns did not differ significantly in the number of participants that drank, frequency of
drinking, number of units consumed, and type of drink. Also the participants in each group
self-reported that they were prescribed the same number of medical medications although
the depressed group reported significantly more physical health problems (p =.02). As a
number of the files did not report medications, only self-reported medications are detailed.
For all other demographics, the groups significantly differed. The case files reported that
six depressed participants also had difficulties with anxiety and one had psychosis. Three
controls had sought help from their G.P for difficulties with depression (≥5 years ago).
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Table 1. Sample characteristics
Statisti
c
Gender
Age (years)

MoCA
Education (years)
Number of physical
health problems
Number of psychiatric
medications
Number of nonpsychiatric
medications

N
(%)
Median
(IQR)
Range
Mean
(SD)
Median
(IQR)
Mean
(SD)
Median
(IQR)
Mean
(SD)

Depressed
Group
(n=16)
8F
(50)
71
(6)
65-84
27.75
(1.48)
10
(3)
2.38
(1.31)
1
(2.5)
3.50
(2.01)

Control
Group
(n=19)
17 F
(90)
69
(7)
65-84
27.68
(1.34)
14
(3)
1.37
(1.12)
0

Groups
Combined
(n=35)
25
(71)
69
(7)
65-84
27.71
(1.39)
12
(5)
1.83
(1.30)
-

2.63
(2.01)

3.01
(2.01)

P

.022* ^
.915

.891
.006*
.020*
.217

Note: * = indicates significance at p < 0.05; ^ = Fishers exact; IQR =Interquartile Range; SD = Standard
Deviation.; MoCA = Montreal Cognitive Assessment.

Table 2. Results for depression, metacognition and avoidance
Statistic

GDS
MCQ-30 Total
MCQ- 30 POS
MCQ- 30 NEG
MCQ- 30 CC
MCQ- 30 NC
MCQ- 30 CSC
WBSI

Median
(IQR)
Median
(IQR)
Median
(IQR)
Median
(IQR)
Median
(IQR)
Median
(IQR)
Mean
(SD)
Mean
(SD)

Depressed
Group
(n=16)
19.5
(6)
75
(29.25)
9
(7.5)
18
(8.75)
15
(7.25)
14. 5
(6.75)
17.19
(3.95)
60.31
(10.08)

Control
Group
(n=19)
2
(3)
46
(18)
6
(3)
7
(4)
10
(6)
7
(3)
13
(4.67)
38.12
(12.1)

Groups
Combined
(n=35)
7
(17)
58
(18)
8
(7)
11
(12)
11
(8)
11
(8)
14.91
(4.79)
48.26
(15.76)

P

.000*
.000*
.015*
.000*
.025*
.000*
.008*
.000*

Note: GDS = Geriatric Depression Scale; MCQ-30 = Metacognitions-30; MCQ-30 Total; total score; POS
= positive beliefs about worry; NEG = negative beliefs about uncontrollability of thoughts and danger; CC=
cognitive conﬁdence; NC = need to control thoughts; CSC = cognitive self-consciousness; WBSI = White
Bear Suppression Inventory; * = indicates significance at p < 0.05. IQR =Interquartile Range; SD =
Standard Deviation.
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3.3 Primary analyses
Hypothesis 1:
Table 3 shows the results for the primary outcome data on memory specificity and the
secondary outcomes of other memory characteristics between the two groups. A MannWhitney test revealed the depressed group recalled significantly fewer specific memories
than the control group (U =87.0, z =-2.22, p =.026, r =-.38). This would indicate a
medium effect size. The depressed groups’ mean (M =1.06) was 1.15 below the controls’
mean (M =2.21). Of the controls memories (total), 44% were specific compared to 21% of
the depressed group.

Table 3. Results of Mann-Whitney by group for memory specificity, integrative meaning,
importance and vividness of the memories

Memory
Specificity
Integrative
Meaning
Importance (0-30)
Vividness (0-30)

Group
Depressed
Controls
(n=16)
(n=19)
Md (IQR)
Md (IQR)
20 (20) 21%^
40 (60) 44%^

Statistics

Z

U
87.00

-2.22

p exact
.026* r = -.38

0 (0) 7.5%^

20 (40) 22%^

94.00

-2.18

.030* r =-.37

27 (9)
30 (4)

29 (6)
29 (4)

127.50
135.50

-.84
-.58

.41
.57

Note: ^ = proportion of memories that were specific or demonstrated integrative meaning ability; * =
indicates significance at p < 0.05.

Hypothesis 2:
A Mann-Whitney test revealed that the depressed group demonstrated significantly less
integrative meaning ability than the control group (U =94.0, z =-2.18, p =.30, r =-.30).
This would indicate a medium effect size.

To ensure that gender or years of education did not confound the results, further analyses
were conducted.

Although the groups were not matched, a Mann Whitney test

demonstrated that there were no gender differences for memory specificity (U =114.00, z =
-.414, p =.679) or meaning making ability (U =82.00, z = -1.76, p =.76, between the two
groups. A simple correlation showed that depression scores were significantly correlated
with memory specificity (rho = -.367, n = 35, p = .030) and meaning making ability (rho =
-.336, n = 35, p = .048). However, when years of education was controlled for in a partial
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correlation, the relationship between depression scores and memory specificity (rho = .174, n = 35, p = .326) and depression scores and meaning making ability (rho = -.225, n =
35, p = .201) were no longer significantly correlated.

3.4 Secondary analyses
Unfortunately due to the small sample and the distribution of the data, a number of the
assumptions for the regression model were violated, therefore mediation analyses were not
conducted. There was not a linear relationship for both meaning making (MM) and
memory specificity (MS) with the independent variables. When assessing avoidance as a
mediator of MS, the scores for the WBSI and GDS were highly correlated (rho=.753),
which violated multicollinearity. Also scores for MM had four outliers. Transforming the
data (square root and log 10) did not satisfactorily reduce the number of the assumptions
that were violated. Therefore Spearman’s rank order correlation analyses were conducted.

Hypothesis 3:
Avoidance, as measured on the WBSI, was significantly greater in the depressed group
than the control group (t (33) = 5.83, p =.000). The magnitude of the differences (mean
difference =22.2, 95% CI: 14.5 to 30.0) was small to moderate (eta squared =0.51).
Avoidance did not significantly correlate with memory specificity (rho=-.291,
n=35, p =.090). Two participants (one from each group) explicitly stated that they avoided
disclosing a memory.

Hypothesis 4:
The MCQ-30 total score was significantly higher in the depressed group than the control
group (U =23.000, z = -4.273, p = .000, r = -.72, a large effect size), however it was not
significantly correlated with meaning making (rho=-.178, n=35, p =.306). The depressed
group also scored significantly higher in the other MCQ-30 domains than the control
group. Exploratory analyses of the impact of the different domains of metacognition on
meaning making were not significant (Appendix 18).
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Importance and vividness ratings
The depressed group did not differ from the control group in rating the importance of the
memories (U =127.50, z = -.84, p =.41,or vividness of the memories (U =135.50, z =-.58, p
=.57.

Content
Table 5 displays the frequencies and percentages of each content theme of the memories.
Memories concerning relationships were the most prominent theme for both groups. The
depressed group significantly reported more memories displaying a theme of life-time
events.

Whereas the controls reported significantly more memories concerning

achievements and recreation. Also within the achievement and relationship theme,
qualitatively the depressed group reported memories of failed achievement attempts or
difficulties in relationships. (See Appendix 19 for p values).

Table 4. Content of memories
Content

LTE: Death or serious injury/illness of
someone else
LTE: Serious accident/illness of self
LTE: Physical assault to oneself
LTE: Rape or sexual assault to self
Total LTEs combined
Recreation
Relationship
Achievement/mastery
Guilt/shame
Drugs/alcohol
Events not classifiable

Depressed
Group
(n=16)
(%)
11 (14%)

Control
Group
(n=19)
(%)
8 (9%)

9 (12%)
2 (2.5%)
1 (1%)
23 (27.5%)
4 (5%)
26 (32.5%)
5 (6%)
6 (7%)
0 (0 %)
16 (20%)

2 (2%)
0 (0%)
0 (0 %)
10 (11%)
20 (21%)
30 (31%)
26 (27%)
1 (1%)
0 (0%)
8 (9%)

Note: LTE = Life Threatening Event. Percentages/frequencies of content are based on 80 memories for the
depressed group and 95 memories for the control group.

Affect reported by participants at time of recall
Table 6 demonstrates the characteristics of the memories for affect. Affect was scored for
how the participant felt at the time of recalling the memory. The two groups demonstrated
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no significant differences in affect for feeling; surprised, interested and proud. The
depressed group however, reported significantly higher affect for feeling; sadness, fear,
anger, contempful, guilty, embarrassment, ashamed and disgusted. The control group only
scored higher than the depressed group for feeling happy. No differences were found in the
time frame that the memories were recalled.

Table 5. Results of affect and age of memories
Affect
Happy
Interested
Proud
Sad
Angry
Fearful
Surprised
Ashamed
Disgusted
Guilty
Embarrassed
Contemptful
How many years ago
the memory took place
(years)

Statistic
Mean
(SD)
Mean
(SD)
Mean
(SD)
Median
(IQR)
Median
(IQR)
Median
(IQR)
Median
(IQR)
Median
(IQR)
Median
(IQR)
Median
(IQR)
Median
(IQR)
Median
(IQR)
Median
(IQR)
(range)

Depressed
Group (n=16)
13.31
(7.14)
13.69
(8.14)
11.06
(8.92)
15.5
(2)
10
(15.75)
11.5
(15.25)
5.5
(12.75)
6.5
(13.25)
5
(17.5)
8.5
(8.25)
8
(12)
2
(12)
37.2
(19.19)
2-76

Control Group
(n=19)
21.79
(5.53)
14.05
(9.6)
16.68
(9.71)
10
(5)
3
(6)
0
(6)
5
(12)
0
(3)
0
(1)
0
(3)
0
(1)
0
(0)
41.4
(8.8)
1-78

P
.000*
.905
.086
.007*
.033*
.001*
.682
.000*
.007*
.000*
.000*
.010*
.502

Note: Affect was scored as feeling each emotion from ‘not at all’ (0) to’ extremely’ (6). The affect scores are
the total (30) across the five memories. * = indicates significance at p < 0.05.

4. DISCUSSION
This study provides the first insights into the characteristics of SDMs of OAs in the UK.
Additionally this study has addressed the gap in the literature by exploring SDMs in a
clinically depressed OA sample. Consistent with previous research (Williams et al., 2007;
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Singer et al., 2007), it is likely that depressed OAs recalled fewer specific memories and
took less meaning from their memories than OAs without depression. As the groups were
matched for cognitive ability and alcohol usage, and none of the participants were
prescribed benzodiazepines, this difference cannot be attributed to these factors. The
control sample reported a similar number of specific memories (M = 2.21, SD= 1.58) to the
Singer et al.’s (2007) OA sample (M = 2.27, SD= 1.79).

An unexpected finding was that years of education was associated with both
memory specificity and meaning making, irrespective of the presence or absence of
depression. As the groups were not matched for education, this between group difference
cannot be ruled out as a possible explanation for the differences in the key dependent
variables. However, there are reasons to think that education differences are not a
parsimonious explanation for differences in AM specificity and meaning making. For
example, no previous study has found that years of education explained differences in
memory specificity and meaning making. In contrast, there is a strong body of evidence
that depression is a reliable source of such problems (Williams et al., 2007), and so it
seems more likely that depression was the main factor for the between groups effect. Other
implications of this finding are discussed in the limitations section below, but first
attention will be paid to the possible implications of the results for understanding
depression, meaning making, and memory specificity.
Conway and Pleydell-Pearce’s (2000) SMS model proposes that memories are
stored and retrieved in a hierarchy and that OGM is a result of a premature termination of a
search prior to accessing specific details of a memory. One possible interpretation of the
current study’s results is that in line with this model, it appears that OAs with depression
truncated their search prior to retrieving a specific memory more so than controls to avoid
the negative affect associated with the memories. The depressed group scored more highly
in cognitive avoidance, however memory specificity was not significantly correlated with
avoidance. From assessing the scatter plot, avoidance scores demonstrated a slight positive
relationship with memory specificity, and therefore it is possible that a larger sample may
have demonstrated a clearer effect. Also, two participants (one from each group) stated that
they avoided disclosing a memory. Potentially, the participants wanted to avoid the distress
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associated with recall. Exploring SDMs in this context highlights the difficulties with
personal disclosure and reporting socially desirable answers.
Depressed OAs were also less able to derive meaning from their memories
compared to non-depressed OAs. Erikson’s (1950) theory of psychosocial development
proposes that individuals go through a number of ‘psychosocial crises’ throughout the
lifespan. It is hypothesised that people aged over 65, reflect on their lives and develop ‘ego
integrity’ if they feel satisfied with their accomplishments. In comparison, ‘despair’ can
occur if individuals conclude that they have not achieved their goals. In line with this
theory, the current sample should be reflecting on their lives, however the responses of the
depressed participants in this study suggest a lack of meaning making of life experiences
and self-understanding. The results from this study suggest that it is not just the over-recall
of negative events that can be a problem in depression, but also that the self defining
events that are recalled, are not made sense of in an integrated way.

The depressed group scored more highly across the domains of metacognition
assessed by the MCQ-30 than the controls, however none of these domains were
significantly correlated with integrative meaning.

This measure however, does not

adequately measure self-reflection. The ability to reflect on key experiences may be
helpful (i.e. it helps one synthesise a range of experiences into a coherent self-narrative) or
it can be painful (i.e. when thinking about the self triggers regret, self-criticism etc). The
sample size of the present study prevented a full exploration of the mediators of impaired
meaning making in depressed individuals. It can, however be hypothesised that avoidance
of thinking about key life events contributes to the cause or maintenance of depressed
mood, because the person is unable to learn integrated lessons as a result of life experience.
Or perhaps, deficits in self-reflection prevent depressed OAs learning from experiences. In
the current study, the controls derived less meaning from their memories than the controls
in Singer et al.’s (2007) sample. This might be due to cultural differences or a consequence
of discussing these memories rather than the participant writing them down by themselves
at home, which is less intimate. Also participants may have produced memories that were
socially desirable which has implications for the validity and reliability of the memories.

In accordance with the mood congruent recall theory (Bower, 1981), depressed
participants in the current study recalled more memories associated with negative affect.
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As the memories were more negative, this also fits with Williams’s (2006) Capture and
rumination (CaR), functional avoidance (FA) and executive control dysfunction (X) model
(CaR-FA-X), which highlights that OGM occurs as a result of difficulties with three
cognitive mechanisms. As the depressed group scored more highly in emotions indicative
of negative affect and in avoidance, this would support the FA pathway in this model.
Furthermore, in line with Conway and Pleydell-Pearce’s (2000) SMS model, through
adaptive correspondence and self-coherence depressed individuals recalled more memories
evoking negative affect that corresponds to the reality of their situation.

4.1 Limitations
A limitation of the current study is that the sample size precluded exploration of key
mechanistic questions. Recruitment to the study was reduced due to smaller rates of
referrals from ECMHTs than expected, and a signiﬁcant amount of identified patients
(22/38) declined to take part.

Therefore, some caution needs to be applied when

generalising the findings to all OAs with depression, however there are signs that the
findings were reasonably representative.

Another limitation of the study is that the groups were not matched for gender or
years of education, which might have influenced differences in memory specificity or
meaning making ability between the two groups. Full interpretation of the possible impact
of these limitations is restricted at present due to a lack of prior studies examining gender
differences in memory specificity (Raymond, 2009). Raymond (2009) however, reported
an impact of gender on content and meaning making ability, with females being more
reflective in both OAs (McLean, 2008) and student/adult samples (Wood & Conway,
2006). Although the groups were not matched for gender, there were no differences
between men or women for memory specificity and meaning making ability. However,
years of education did modify the significance of the correlation between depression,
memory specificity, and meaning making ability in the current sample. Future studies with
better matched groups and larger samples could clarify this relationship. Multiple
regression analyses may be warranted to explore any multivariate effects. Participants did
demonstrate some self-reflections (e.g. “I’ve never liked speaking in front of others”),
however, they did not tie these statements to the memories, and therefore they lacked
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integrative meaning. This is a criticism of using the scoring manual to understand such
complex processes.

4.2 Clinical implications, future directions and conclusions
This study provides valuable insights into the characteristics of OAs and depressed OAs’
SDMs. Disclosing SDMs are central to a variety of psychological therapies (e.g. cognitive
behavioural therapy; narrative therapy; reminiscence therapy). Clinical psychologists work
collaboratively with patients to develop psychological formulations which enhance a
person’s understanding of their current difficulties. This requires a process of reflecting on
and taking meaning from SDMs/AMs. This study highlights that this meaning making
ability is probably impaired in depressed OAs.

If depressed OAs continue to view

themselves in relation to these negative SDMs, recall memories in an over general way and
do not integrate these memories in a way that reflects greater self-understanding and
awareness, these factors may perpetuate low mood. Future research in depressed samples
may want to assess whether a verbal prompt can improve meaning making ability or to
record the memories that showed some reflective capacity as opposed to none. Also the
MCQ-30 may not have assessed all of the relevant metacognitive constructs involved in
reflective functioning and meaning making. The MCQ-30 reflects how more general
problems in metacognition are linked to mood disturbance. Other measures such as the
Metacognitive Assessment Scale (Semerari et al., 2003), may be more suitable for
capturing reflective functioning ability. This psychological construct may be more
beneficial for understanding meaning making ability. This measure allows exploration of
understanding one’s own mind, understanding others’ minds, having mastery over
analysing mental states and using effective problem solving strategies in response. Future
research may want to use different methodological and conceptual frameworks to explore
the impact of metacognition.

This study also demonstrated that memory specificity in depressed OAs is
significantly reduced compared to controls. Overgeneral AMs are known to negatively
affect problem solving ability (Williams et al., 2007) and the ability to recover from
depression (Brittlebank et al., 1993). Research has shown that AM specificity can improve
with autobiographical retrieval practice (Serrano et al., 2004), which leads to a reduction in
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depression. Therefore more research assessing interventions that target OGM in OAs needs
to be conducted.

The results from this study suggest that it would be worthwhile to conduct this
research with larger samples, which would allow testing of mediators that underlie OGM
and meaning making ability. Also it would be useful to record the number of SDMs
avoided to assess the extent to which individuals engage in avoidance. Future studies may
benefit from giving participants the definition of a SDM prior to the study commencing.
One participant stated that she might have provided different memories on another day and
a number of participants stated they had numerous memories that fitted the criteria. More
time to choose SDMs, might have allowed a more reliable/valid representation of the most
prominent SDMs. For example, Berna et al. (2011) gathered SDMs a week after
participants were given the definition. Future research may also benefit from exploring the
impact of factors such as length of illness, type of input (therapy, medication), professional
providing input (nurses, clinical psychologists or psychiatrists) and frequency of input on
the dependent variables. Potentially, individuals who see clinicians for talking therapies
rather than medical interventions and who have engaged in therapy for longer, would recall
more specific memories and take more meaning from their memories.

It could be

hypothesised that engaging in a longer duration of therapy would increase the patients’
understanding of their difficulties and through a process of discussing their difficulties,
could subsequently increase memory specificity by inhibiting avoidance.

A key finding is that depressed OAs recalled less specific memories and took less
meaning from their memories. Contrary to expectation, cognitive avoidance and
metacognition were not associated with either of these features of the depressed patients’
thinking. Also, the differences in years of education between the groups mean that the
differences in memory specificity and meaning making may be due to uncontrolled factors.
To conclude, larger sample sizes and matched groups are required to conduct mediation
analyses on factors influencing OGM and meaning making ability in SDMs.
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: This reflective account explores the development of my formulation skills
within my role as a clinical psychologist. Formulation is a core competency of clinical
psychologists. It is a key feature of the work psychologists provide not only to individuals,
but also to teams and the wider social/societal context. This has been reinforced within a
number of documents from The British Psychological Society, Division of Clinical
Psychology and Health Care Professions Council. The British Psychological Society,
Division of Clinical Psychology (2011) published ‘Good Practice Guidelines on the Use of
Psychological Formulation’ which characterises formulation as “both an event and a
process, which summarises and integrates a broad range of biopsychosocial causal factors”
(pp. 2).
Reflection: I have used Gibb’s Reflective Cycle (1988) to provide individual examples of
the development of my formulation skills, and the Integrated Developmental Model of
Supervision (IDM, Stoltenberg, McNeill & Delworth, 1998) to demonstrate my
development of these skills across the three years of training.

Reflective Review: This process has allowed me to reflect on the development of my
formulation skills throughout the training. It has also provided insight into the skills that I
will need to possess when I offer supervision to applied psychology staff and other
multidisciplinary staff at different levels of their training. Furthermore I have reflected on
future goals to guide professional development.
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Consultation is a key role of the clinical psychologist and is one of six
National Occupational Standards highlighted by the British Psychological Society (BPS,
2002). Clinical psychologists are increasingly required to disseminate psychological
knowledge and principles to staff within a stepped care approach.
Reflection: I have utilised Boud, Keogh and Walker’s (1985) reflective model to guide my
reflections on providing consultation to an inpatient ward.

Reflective Review: This process has allowed me to reflect on the impact of service
provision on consultancy. Also this process has highlighted a number of factors which can
negatively impact on consultancy.
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Reference
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Citation
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…
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Description
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[Important information for each item]

[0–5]

1. Preliminaries
Title

1. Includes study aims ❏ and design ❏

Abstract

1. Key information ❏
2. Balanced ❏ and informative ❏

(assess last)

Text
(assess last)

1. Sufficient detail others could reproduce ❏
2. Clear/concise writing ❏, table(s) ❏, diagram(s) ❏, figure(s) ❏

Preliminaries [/5]
2. Introduction
Background

1. Summary of current knowledge ❏
2. Specific problem(s) addressed ❏ and reason(s) for addressing ❏

Objective

1. Primary objective(s), hypothesis(es), or aim(s) ❏
2. Secondary question(s) ❏

Is it worth continuing?

Introduction [/5]

3. Design
Research design

1. Research design(s) chosen ❏ and why ❏
2. Suitability of research design(s) ❏

Intervention,
Treatment,
Exposure

1. Intervention(s)/treatment(s)/exposure(s) chosen ❏ and why ❏
2. Precise details of the intervention(s)/treatment(s)/exposure(s) ❏ for each
group ❏
3. Intervention(s)/treatment(s)/exposure(s) valid ❏ and reliable ❏

Outcome, Output, 1. Outcome(s)/output(s)/predictor(s)/measure(s) chosen ❏ and why ❏
Predictor, Measure 2. Clearly define outcome(s)/output(s)/predictor(s)/measure(s) ❏

3. Outcome(s)/output(s)/predictor(s)/measure(s) valid ❏ and reliable ❏
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2. Privacy ❏, confidentiality/anonymity ❏
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Outcome, Output,
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1. Summary of results ❏ and precision ❏ for each
outcome/output/predictor/measure
2. Consideration of benefits/harms ❏, unexpected results ❏, problems/failures
❏
3. Description of outlying data (e.g. diverse cases, adverse effects, minor themes)
❏

Results [/5]
8. Discussion
Interpretation

1. Interpretation of results in the context of current evidence ❏ and objectives
❏
2. Draw inferences consistent with the strength of the data ❏
3. Consideration of alternative explanations for observed results ❏
4. Account for bias ❏, confounding/effect modifiers/interactions/imprecision ❏
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❏
2.
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Appendix 4
Data extraction list with references
Category
Type of training

Format of
sessions

Sub Category
MEST
CNT
Processing mode
Group format
One to one session

Telephone
contact

Individual or group
Online
Single session only
Single session and seven days homework
practice
Single session and four week homework
practice
Five weekly group sessions and
homework practice
Single session and six weeks homework
practice
Telephone contact
No telephone contact

Components

Mental Imagery

Duration of
intervention

Count
References
(/8)
1
Neshat-Doost et al., (2013)
5
Watkins & Moberly (2009); Watkins et al., (2009); Watkins et al., (2012); Galfin
et al., (2012); Mogoase et al., (2013)
2
Hetherington & Moulds (2013); Moberly & Watkins (2006)
2
Moberly & Watkins (2006); Neshat-Doost et al., (2013);
4
Galfin, et al., (2012); Watkins & Moberly (2009); Watkins et al., (2012);
Watkins, et al., (2009)
1
Hetherington & Moulds (2013)
1
Mogoase et al., (2013)
2
Hetherington & Moulds (2013); Moberly & Watkins (2006)
3
Mogoase et al., (2013); Watkins & Moberly (2009); Watkins et al., (2009)
1

Galfin et al., (2012)

1

Neshat-Doost et al., (2013)

1

Watkins et al., (2012)

3
5

Galfin et al., (2012); Watkins et al., (2012); Watkins & Moberly (2009)
Mogoase et al., (2013); Neshat-Doost et al., (2013); Watkins et al., (2009);
Hetherington & Moulds (2013); Moberly & Watkins (2006)
Watkins et al., (2009); Watkins & Moberly (2009); Mogoase et al., (2013);

5
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Relaxation
Problem Solving
Clinical sample with depression
Stable dysphoria
Above cut off for depression symptoms

2
2
1
3
5

Status

Students (included adolescents)
Community members

6
3

Age

Adolescents
Adults

1
7

Mixed adults and older adults
Solely hypothetical scenarios

1
3

Solely autobiographical memories
Hypothetical scenarios and
autobiographical memories

3
2

Memory specificity
Concreteness of thinking

2
5

Rumination

6

Self focus

2

Sample
characteristics

Content of
intervention (i.e.
what the
intervention
focused on
increasing the
specificity of)
Cognitive
mechanisms
explored

Galfin et al., (2012); Watkins et al., (2012)
Watkins et al., (2009); Watkins & Moberly (2009)
Watkins et al., (2012); Watkins et al., (2009)
Watkins et al., (2012)
Mogoase et al., (2013); Watkins & Moberly, (2009); Watkins et al., (2009)
Galfin et al., (2012); Neshat-Doost et al., (2013); Watkins & Moberly, (2009);
Watkins et al., (2009)
Mogoase et al., (2013)
Watkins et al., (2009;, Watkins & Moberly, (2009); Hetherington & Moulds
(2013)
Neshat-Doost et al., (2013)
Galfin et al., (2012), Hetherington & Moulds (2013); Mogoase et al., (2013);
Moberly & Watkins (2006); Watkins & Moberly, (2009); Watkins et al., (2012);
Watkins et al., (2009)
Galfin et al., (2012)
Mogoase et al., (2013); Hetherington & Moulds (2013); Moberly & Watkins
(2006)
Galfin et al., (2012); Neshat-Doost et al., (2013); Watkins et al., (2012)
Watkins & Moberly (2009); Watkins et al., (2009)

Neshat-Doost et al., (2013) & Mogoase et al., (2013)
Watkins et al., (2009); Watkins et al., (2012), Moberly & Watkins (2006);
Hetherington & Moulds (2013); Mogoase et al., (2013)
Mogoase et al.,(2013); Hetherington & Moulds (2013); Moberly & Watkins
(2006); Watkins & Moberly (2009); Watkins et al., (2012); Watkins, et al. (2009)
Moberly & Watkins (2006); Hetherington & Moulds (2013)
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Impact on
depressive
symptoms

Self downing
Overgeneralisation
High standards
Self criticism
Improvement post training

1
2
1
1
3

Mogoase et al., (2013)
Watkins et al. (2009); Watkins et al., (2012)
Watkins et al. (2009)
Watkins et al. (2009)
Watkins & Moberly (2009), Watkins et al., (2012); Watkins et al., (2009)

No improvement post training

5

Improvement at follow up

2/3

Galfin et al., (2012); Mogoase, et al., (2013), Hetherington & Moulds (2013);
Moberly & Watkins (2006); Neshat-Doost et al., (2013)
Neshat-Doost et al., (2013); Watkins et al., (2012)
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Appendix 5

Self-Defining Memory Task
This part of the research concerns the recall of a special kind of personal
memory called a self-defining memory. A self-defining memory has the
following attributes:
1. It is at least one year old.
2. It is a memory from your life that you remembered very clearly and that
still feels important to you even as you think about it.
3. It is a memory about an important enduring theme, issue, or conflict from
your life. It is a memory that helps explain who you are as an individual and
might be the memory you would tell someone else if you wanted that
person to understand you in a profound way.
4. It is a memory linked to other similar memories that share the same
theme or concern.
5. It may be a memory that is positive or negative, or both, in how it makes
you feel. The only important aspect is that it leads to strong feelings.
6. It is a memory that you have thought about many times. It should be
familiar to you like a picture you have studied or a song (happy or sad) you
have learned by heart.
To understand best what a self-defining memory is, imagine you have just
met someone you like very much and are going for a walk together. Each of
you is very committed to helping the other get to know the “Real You”. You
are not trying to play a role or to strike a pose. While, inevitably, we say
things that present a picture of ourselves that might not be completely
accurate, imagine that you are making every effort to be honest. In the
course of the conversation, you describe a memory that you feel conveys
powerfully how you have come to be the person you currently are. It is
precisely this memory, which you tell the other person and simultaneously
repeat to yourself, that constitutes a self-defining memory.
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Appendix 6

Miss Louise Sweeney
Trainee Clinical Psychologist
Psychological Therapies for Older People Team
59 Airbles Road, Motherwell
Lanarkshire, ML1 2TP
Tel: 01698 210021
Email: louise.sweeney@nhs.net

Information Sheet Group 1 (V 1.2, 23/10/14)
My name is Louise Sweeney and I am a final year Trainee Clinical Psychologist
at the University of Glasgow. I would like to invite you to take part in a
voluntary research study. This sheet provides you with information to help
you decide if you would like to be involved in the study. Please take the time
to read this information carefully. If there is anything that is unclear or if you
would like to ask questions, please feel free to contact me using the details at
the end of this document.
What is the purpose of the study?
We are trying to better understand the types of memories that people with
depression recall from their past and how these memories affect their sense
of who they are as a person. We are also examining how people think about
their thinking (for example, how aware they are of their own thoughts) and
how people adjust their thinking to cope with low mood.
Why have I been asked about this?
You have been invited to participate because you are someone with a
diagnosis of depression. We are also recruiting people without a diagnosis of
depression who will act as a comparison group.
Do I have to be involved in the research study?
No, participation in this study is entirely voluntary. It is up to you to decide
whether you want to take part. If you decide not to participate this will not
affect your care and treatment in any way. Also, if you decide to take part and
then change your mind, you can withdraw at any point without giving a
reason. If you do decide to take part you will be asked to sign a ‘consent form’
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to show that you understand what is involved and that you freely chose to
take part.
What is involved?
If you would like to find out more about the study or take part, you can
contact me directly by phone (01698 210021). Alternatively, I can contact you
if you tell your clinician that they can pass on your contact details to me.
If you want to take part, the next step involves meeting me at your usual NHS
clinic. You will be asked to sign a consent form and fill in a short demographic
information sheet. During the assessment you will be asked to complete
three questionnaires, one about your mood, one about avoidance of thinking
about your thoughts and one about how aware you are of your thoughts. This
would take 15 minutes. Because neurological conditions such as stroke, head
injury, epilepsy or dementia can affect memory, anyone with these conditions
cannot take part in this study. To check for the presence of cognitive
problems (abilities such as memory and concentration), you will also be asked
to complete a screening test that assesses cognitive function, this would take
ten minutes. If the results were suggestive of potential cognitive problems
(e.g. memory problems) you would cease involvement in the study and I
would notify the mental health professional who referred you so that the
memory problems could be examined further.
If there are no signs of cognitive impairment, you will be asked to describe
five memories of events that are important to defining who you are as a
person. People who have completed this task previously have taken between
20-60 minutes to do this. Your responses will be audio recorded so that I can
transcribe them accurately after the session. The transcripts will be
anonymous and the original recordings will be deleted. The meeting is
expected to last between 60 and 100 minutes in total. We can adjust the
timing if you need to have a rest break along the way. Lastly the researcher
will gather information about your currently prescribed medication, physical
health and diagnoses from your medical records.
What about confidentiality?
Your personal information will be kept completely confidential and your data
will be identified by an anonymous code known only to the researcher. All
study data will be transferred and stored securely and held in accordance
with the Data Protection Act (1998) and NHS Lanarkshire polices which are
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designed to ensure that your information is kept safe and secure. Your right
to confidentiality will only be set aside if there is evidence that you or
someone else is at clear risk of harm. If this is the case, another professional
may be contacted to ensure safety. If there is any need to breach
confidentiality, every effort would be made to discuss this with you
beforehand.
Who will know I am taking part?
I will inform the person who told you about the study that you are taking part
and provide them with a copy of your consent form for your file. I will also
give them a copy of the cognitive screening measure that we are using in this
study. This will be useful as a point of comparison if you develop problems
with your memory or concentration in the future. No other information will
be shared with the clinical team providing your care.
What happens to the results?
I can provide you with a summary of the results of the study if you wish to see
this information. This research will form part of my doctoral thesis for my
training as a Clinical Psychologist and it is hoped that the results will be
published in a scientific journal. Only group data will be presented in any
outputs arising from this research and your personal information will remain
anonymous.
What are the possible benefits of taking part?
Taking part in this study may not directly benefit you but we expect that the
results will help to improve the understanding and treatment of depression in
older adults. This is an under-researched area and no other study has
collected the data that we intend to obtain. It is anticipated that finding out
more about the characteristics of memories recalled during depression and
the processes which affect memory recall will help to guide the development
of more efficient and effective psychological therapies.
Are there any risks to myself in taking part?
The risks of participating are minimal and the procedures usually lead to no
adverse outcomes. There is a chance that you might recall upsetting
memories but there is no need to share these with the researcher if you do
not want to. If you become distressed, you will be given emotional support
and advice to help you to cope. It is also possible that your score on the
cognitive screening test might identify previously unrecognised problems with
your memory or concentration. This could be distressing news but we would
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help you to access services that could clarify the nature of any problems and
provide help.
Who has reviewed the study?
All research conducted in the NHS is reviewed by an independent Research
Ethics Committee to protect your safety, rights, wellbeing and dignity. The
University of Glasgow, NHS Lanarkshire Research and Development
Department, and a NHS Research Ethics Committee have all reviewed this
study to ensure that it meets the expected standards of safety and ethical
practice.
Can I talk to someone about this research who is not directly involved in it?
Yes, if you would like to contact someone, who is not directly involved in the
study for general advice about taking part in research you can speak to
Professor Tom McMillan. His contact details are at the end of this document.
What do I do if there is a problem?
If you are unhappy with any aspect of the study then please let me know and I
will do my best to address your concerns. If you remain unsatisfied with this
response and would like to complain formally, you can access the NHS
Complaints Procedure by contacting the helpline on 0800 22 44 88.
Do you have any further questions?
If you would like further information about this research project, you can ask
me or one of my supervisors: Dr Lisa Gadon or Dr Hamish McLeod (contact
details are listed below). You can keep this information sheet and if you agree
to take part you will be given a copy of the signed consent form.
Thank you very much for taking the time to read this.
Louise Sweeney,
Trainee Clinical Psychologist
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Contacts:
Miss Louise Sweeney
Trainee Clinical Psychologist
Psychological Therapies for Older People Team
59 Airbles Road
Motherwell
Lanarkshire
ML1 2TP
Tel: 01698 210021
Email: louise.sweeney@nhs.net
Dr Lisa Gadon
Clinical Psychologist
Psychological Therapies for Older People Team
59 Airbles Road
Motherwell
Lanarkshire
ML1 2TP
Tel: 01698 210021
Email: lgadon@nhs.net
Dr Hamish McLeod
Senior Lecturer and Honorary Consultant Clinical Psychologist
Institute of Health and Wellbeing
Gartnavel Royal Hospital
1055 Great Western Road
G12 0XH
Tel: 0141 211 0607
Email: hamish.mcLeod@glasgow.ac.uk
Professor Tom McMillian
Research Director of Doctorate in Clinical Psychology and Professor of Clinical
Neuropsychology
Institute of Health and Wellbeing
Gartnavel Royal Hospital
1055 Great Western Road
G12 0XH
Tel: 0141 211 0607
Email: thomas.mcmillan@glasgow.ac.uk
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Miss Louise Sweeney
Trainee Clinical Psychologist
Psychological Therapies for Older People Team
59 Airbles Road, Motherwell
Lanarkshire, ML1 2TP
Tel: 01698 210021
Email: louise.sweeney@nhs.net

Information Sheet Group 2 (v 1.2, 23/10/14)
My name is Louise Sweeney and I am a final year Trainee Clinical Psychologist
at the University of Glasgow. I would like to invite you to take part in a
voluntary research study. This sheet provides you with information to help
you decide if you would like to be involved in the study. Please take the time
to read this information carefully. If there is anything that is unclear or if you
would like to ask questions, please feel free to contact me using the details at
the end of this document.
What is the purpose of the study?
We are trying to better understand the types of memories that people with
depression recall from their past and how these memories affect their sense
of who they are as a person. We are also examining how people think about
their thinking (for example, how aware they are of their own thoughts) and
how people adjust their thinking to cope with low mood.
Why have I been asked about this?
We are interested in finding out more about how depression in older adults
affects the way they recall their memories and also to explore the
characteristics of non-depressed older adult’s memories in the UK. As
someone without a diagnosis of depression, it would be useful for us to find
out more about how you recall your memories. It will be useful to compare
the memories of depressed and non-depressed older adult’s to see how they
differ and also to investigate what processes affects the recall of these
memories.
Do I have to be involved in the research study?
No, participation in this study is entirely voluntary. It is up to you to decide
whether you want to take part. Also, if you decide to take part and then
change your mind, you can withdraw at any point without giving a reason. If
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you do decide to take part you will be asked to sign a ‘consent form’ to show
that you understand what is involved and that you freely chose to take part.
What is involved?
If you would like to find out more about the study or take part, you can
contact me directly by phone (01698 210021). If you want to take part, the
next step involves you attending one meeting at a community venue near to
where you live (NHS building or library). The study would take part in a
private room.
You will be asked to sign a consent form and fill in a short demographic
information sheet. During the assessment you will be asked to complete
three questionnaires, one about your mood, one about avoidance of thinking
about your thoughts and one about how aware you are of your thoughts. This
would take 15 minutes. Because neurological conditions such as stroke, head
injury, epilepsy or dementia can affect memory, anyone with these conditions
cannot take part in this study. To check for the presence of cognitive
problems (abilities such as memory and concentration), you will also be asked
to complete a screening test that assesses cognitive function, this would take
ten minutes. If the results were suggestive of potential cognitive problems
(e.g. memory problems) or mood difficulties you would cease involvement in
the study and I would need to notify your G.P so that the problems could be
examined further.
If there are no signs of cognitive impairment or difficulties with your mood,
you will be asked to describe five memories of events that are important to
defining who you are as a person. People who have completed this task
previously have taken between 20-60 minutes to do this. Your responses will
be audio recorded so that I can transcribe them accurately after the session.
The transcripts will be anonymous and the original recordings will be deleted.
The meeting is expected to last between 60 and 100 minutes in total. We can
adjust the timing if you need to have a rest break along the way.
What about confidentiality?
Your personal information will be kept completely confidential and your data
will be identified by an anonymous code known only to the researcher. All
study data will be transferred and stored securely and held in accordance
with the Data Protection Act (1998) and NHS Lanarkshire polices which are
designed to ensure that your information is kept safe and secure. Your right
to confidentiality will only be set aside if there is evidence that you or
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someone else is at clear risk of harm. If this is the case, another professional
may be contacted to ensure safety. If there is any need to breach
confidentiality, every effort would be made to discuss this with you
beforehand.
Who will know I am taking part?
No one will know that you have taken part unless the researcher was
concerned about your scores on the mood measure or cognitive screen. If
this was the case, the researcher would have to notify your G.P so these
difficulties could be monitored.
What happens to the results?
I can provide you with a summary of the results of the study if you wish to see
this information. This research will form part of my doctoral thesis for my
training as a Clinical Psychologist and it is hoped that the results will be
published in a scientific journal. Only group data will be presented in any
outputs arising from this research and your personal information will remain
anonymous.
What are the possible benefits of taking part?
Taking part in this study may not directly benefit you but we expect that the
results will help to improve the understanding and treatment of depression in
older adults. To help with this, we need to understand the differences
between depressed older adult’s memories and non-depressed older adults.
This is an under-researched area and no other study has collected the data
that we intend to obtain. It is anticipated that finding out more about the
characteristics of memories recalled during depression and the processes
which affect memory recall will help to guide the development of more
efficient and effective psychological therapies.
Are there any risks to myself in taking part?
The risks of participating are minimal and the procedures usually lead to no
adverse outcomes. There is a chance that you might recall upsetting
memories but there is no need to share these with the researcher if you do
not want to. If you become distressed, you will be given emotional support
and advice to help you to cope. It is also possible that your score on the
cognitive screening test might identify previously unrecognised problems with
your memory or concentration. This could be distressing news but we would
help you to access services that could clarify the nature of any problems and
provide help.
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Who has reviewed the study?
All research conducted in the NHS is reviewed by an independent Research
Ethics Committee to protect your safety, rights, wellbeing and dignity. The
University of Glasgow, NHS Lanarkshire Research and Development
Department, and a NHS Research Ethics Committee have all reviewed this
study to ensure that it meets the expected standards of safety and ethical
practice.
Can I talk to someone about this research who is not directly involved in it?
Yes, if you would like to contact someone, who is not directly involved in the
study for general advice about taking part in research you can speak to
Professor Tom McMillan. His contact details are at the end of this document.
What do I do if there is a problem?
If you are unhappy with any aspect of the study then please let me know and I
will do my best to address your concerns. If you remain unsatisfied with this
response and would like to complain formally, you can access the NHS
Complaints Procedure by contacting the helpline on 0800 22 44 88.
Do you have any further questions?
If you would like further information about this research project, you can ask
me or one of my supervisors: Dr Lisa Gadon or Dr Hamish McLeod (contact
details are listed below). You can keep this information sheet and if you agree
to take part you will be given a copy of the signed consent form.
Thank you very much for taking the time to read this.
Louise Sweeney,
Trainee Clinical Psychologist
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Contacts:
Miss Louise Sweeney
Trainee Clinical Psychologist
Psychological Therapies for Older People Team
59 Airbles Road
Motherwell
Lanarkshire
ML1 2TP
Tel: 01698 210021
Email: louise.sweeney@nhs.net
Dr Lisa Gadon
Clinical Psychologist
Psychological Therapies for Older People Team
59 Airbles Road
Motherwell
Lanarkshire
ML1 2TP
Tel: 01698 210021
Email: lgadon@nhs.net
Dr Hamish McLeod
Senior Lecturer and Honorary Consultant Clinical Psychologist
Institute of Health and Wellbeing
Gartnavel Royal Hospital
1055 Great Western Road
G12 0XH
Tel: 0141 211 0607
Email: hamish.mcLeod@glasgow.ac.uk
Professor Tom McMillian
Research Director of Doctorate in Clinical Psychology and Professor of Clinical
Neuropsychology
Institute of Health and Wellbeing
Gartnavel Royal Hospital
1055 Great Western Road
G12 0XH
Tel: 0141 211 0607
Email: thomas.mcmillan@glasgow.ac.uk
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Appendix 7
Miss Louise Sweeney
Trainee Clinical Psychologist
Psychological Therapies for Older People Team
59 Airbles Road, Motherwell
Lanarkshire, ML1 2TP
Tel: 01698 210021
Email: louise.sweeney@nhs.net

Consent Form Group 1, (V 1.2, 23/10/14)
Participant’s identification number for this study:
Title of Study: An examination of self-defining memories, functional avoidance and
metacognitive processes in depressed and non-depressed older adults
Name of Researcher: Louise Sweeney, Trainee Clinical Psychologist
Please Initial box
1. I confirm that I have read and understand the Participant Information Sheet
dated 23/10/14 (V 1.2) for the above study. I have had at least 24 hours to
consider the information, ask questions and have had these answered
satisfactorily.

2. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to
withdraw at any time without giving any reason, without my medical care or
legal rights being affected.

3. I agree for the researcher to gather information from my case file to
obtain information about medication, physical health and diagnoses.
4. I agree for the researcher to give a copy of the cognitive screening test
results and consent form to my health professional to be kept in my
patient file.
5. I agree that some aspects of the meeting will be audio recorded. I am aware
that this recording will be anonymised and deleted once it has been
transcribed.
6. I understand that relevant sections of my care record and data collected
during the study may be looked at by responsible individuals from the
sponsor or host organisation or from regulatory authorities where it is
relevant to taking part in this research.
7. I agree to take part in the above study.
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Name of participant:
Signature:
___________________________
__________________________
Name of person taking consent: Signature:
___________________________
__________________________

Date:
________________
Date:
________________

When completed: 1 for participant, 1 for researcher site file, 1 (original) to be kept in referrers file.
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Miss Louise Sweeney
Trainee Clinical Psychologist
Psychological Therapies for Older People Team
59 Airbles Road, Motherwell
Lanarkshire, ML1 2TP
Tel: 01698 210021
Email: louise.sweeney@nhs.net

Consent Form Group 2, (V 1.2, 23/10/14)
Participant’s identification number for this study:
Title of Study: An examination of self-defining memories, functional avoidance and
metacognitive processes in depressed and non-depressed older adults
Name of Researcher: Louise Sweeney, Trainee Clinical Psychologist
Please Initial box
1. I confirm that I have read and understand the Participant Information
Sheet dated 22/10/14 (V 1.2) for the above study. I have had at least 24
hours to consider the information, ask questions and have had these
answered satisfactorily.

2. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to
withdraw at any time without giving any reason.

3. I agree that if the researcher is concerned about my scores on the
cognitive screen or depression measure, they can contact my G.P
and provide them with a photocopy of the measure.
4. I agree that some aspects of the meeting will be audio recorded. I am
aware that this recording will be anonymised and deleted once it has
been transcribed.

5. I agree to take part in the above study.

Name of participant:
___________________________
Name of person taking consent:
___________________________

Signature:
__________________________
Signature:
__________________________

Date:
________________
Date:
________________

When completed: 1 for participant, 1 for researcher site file.
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Appendix 9

Miss Louise Sweeney
Trainee Clinical Psychologist
Psychological Therapies for Older People Team
59 Airbles Road, Motherwell
Lanarkshire, ML1 2TP
Tel: 01698 210021
Email: louise.sweeney@nhs.net

Debrief Sheet (v1.0, 3/8/14)
Thank you for taking part in this research study.
What happens to the results?
This research will form part of my doctoral thesis for my training as a Clinical
Psychologist and it is hoped that the study will be published in a scientific
journal. Only group data will be presented in any outputs arising from this
research and your personal information will remain anonymous.
If after leaving this session you feel distressed by any of the things discussed
today, please contact your G.P or the person who told you about the study.
Or alternatively you can contact any of the numbers/websites listed below;
 Breathing Space 0800 83 85 87
Breathing Space is a free, confidential phone and web based service for
people in Scotland experiencing low mood, depression or anxiety.
Open: Weekdays: Mon-Thu 6pm-2pm. Weekends: Fri 6pm- Mon 6am.
www.breathingspacescotland.co.uk
 Samaritans
08457 90 90 90
Samaritans is a free confidential helpline for people who are feeling
distressed, suicidal or need emotional support.
Open: 24hours, 7 days a week.
www.samaritans.org
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 NHS 24
111
NHS 24 is an online and telephone-based service. They can answer your
questions about your health and offer advice. You contact NHS24 during
evenings and weekends, if you think you need to access medical support
before your GP reopens.
Open: 24 hours, 7 days a week
www.nhs24.com
If you would like a summary of the results of this study, please provide your
email or postal address where the results can be sent. It is expected that the
results will be ready for distribution in October 2015.
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Appendix 10
Memory Rating Sheet
Please go back and recall your first self-defining memory. Using the rating scale below,
please indicate how you felt today in recalling and thinking about your memory. Please
also indicate the vividness and importance of the memory and the approximate number of
years ago the memory took place (to the nearest whole number). Please note that you
should not put your age when the memory took place, but instead how many years ago it
took place.
0

1

2

Not at all

3
Moderately

4

5

6
Extremely

1. Happy ______
2. Sad ______
3. Angry ______
4. Fearful ______
5. Surprised ______
6. Ashamed ______
7. Disgusted ______
8. Guilty ______
9. Interested ______
10. Embarrassed ______
11. Contemptful ______
12. Proud ______
Using the same 0 – 6 scale, please rate how vividly you recalled the memory and how
important the memory is to you.
13. Vivid ______
14. Important ______
How many years ago did the memory take place?
15. ______ Years Ago (to the nearest whole number)
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Appendix 11

Classification System and Scoring Manual
for Self-defining Autobiographical Memories
Jefferson A. Singer and Pavel S. Blagov
Connecticut College
2000 – 2001

* NOTE, THIS IS NOT THE FULL VERSION OF THE MANUAL
See http://selfdefiningmemories.homestead.com/Classification_System___Scoring_Manual_for_SD
Ms.pdf
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Level 1: Structure and Specificity of the Memory Narrative
Specific memory narratives
A specific memory narrative has at least one single-event statement. A single-event
statement is a sentence in which the attention of the rememberer is clearly focused
upon a happening that meets the following criteria:
1. It is a unique occurrence;
2. It has brief duration of less than one day.
Criterion 1: Unique occurrence.
This means that the rememberer’s attention is focused on something that happened
on a particular day that could possibly be identified by its date and time.
Criterion 2: Brief duration.
It is clear from the narrative that the single-event statement concerns the happenings
of less than one day, or, in some cases, a night and the following morning (i.e., the
action of the single-event statement is encapsulated within a 24 hour period). The
brevity of the happening also means that it is perceived as an uninterrupted unity.
Note on Speech in the Narrative:
The quoting or paraphrasing of speech or dialogue is always considered a singleevent statement when it is clear from the narrative that the focus is on a particular
instance of speaking. This should not be confused with memories in which the person
remembers, without focusing his or her attention on a particular instance, hearing
somebody say the same thing over and over again on different occasions.
Note on Ambiguous Language:
Sometimes the rememberer’s use of language makes it difficult for the rater to decide
whether a particular sentence is a single-event statement or part of non-specific
narrative that does not meet the above criteria. Consider the following sentences: 1. “I
remember learning how to bike.” 2. “Completing a life-guard course was a significant
step for me.” 3. “I remember breaking up with my boyfriend.” 4. “I will never forget
the death of my grandmother.” 5. “When my mother remarried, I was totally
surprised and confused.” 6. “I was happy to be elected captain of the team.” In all of
these statements, the rememberer might be referring to a specific event that took
place in one day, to events that took course over several days or weeks, or to both.
For example, sentence 1 might be equivalent to, “I remember the instance when, for
the first time, I rode the bike without my sister’s help: she remained behind in the
street, cheering and congratulating me.” It could also mean, “It took me weeks, day
after day, trying to learn how to bike. My sister always came to help me, but I was
never able to ride without her aid. I persevered and eventually succeeded, but
learning how to bike was a difficult process for me.” Similarly, sentence 2 might refer
to the day when the certificate for completion of the course was awarded to the
rememberer, but it could also refer to the process of taking and completing the
course. Reading the rest of the six examples carefully will reveal that memories with
different kinds of temporal and narrative structure may be hidden behind the
ambiguous use of language by the rememberer. In such cases, the single sentence
taken out of context is not specific enough to be called a single-event statement. The
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rater has to consider the entire transcript of the memory in order to decide whether,
for example, the rememberer is talking about the death of the grandmother in terms
of a specific event on the day of the funeral or about connected happenings over the
course of many days as the family mourned the loss. Looking back at the example of
learning how to ride the bicycle, it is important to observe that in some cases “to
learn” may only refer to an instance as opposed to a process. By convention, to learn a
piece of information through a specific communication (“Learning that I was accepted
to college...”) is a single-event statement. Contrary to that, mentions of birth, death,
marriage, divorce, an election, etc., must not be taken for single-event statements
unless Criterion 2 is met, as these labels could designate unique but lengthy periods
of time. In summary, the above discussion concerns kinds of statements that could be
parts of single-event statements in certain contexts but aren’t necessarily. Identifying
single-event statements is important to the classification of specific memory
narratives, whereas narratives that lack such statements are either episodic or
generic and will be discussed later.
Discussion of Specific Memories:
Specific memories have at least one single-event statement as described above.
Usually, specific memories are made up of several related single-event statements
that retell an uninterrupted sequence of perceptions and actions that is unique in
time and brief. The time and place are often specified. Often, much detail is provided,
making it possible to imagine the setting and the actors of that particular incident.
Participants are identified by names or other labels and described through their
dialogue, emotional responses, actions, appearance, physical location, and other
attributes. The specificity of detail varies from purely descriptive to reflective
memories in which the rememberer “steps out” of the narrative to provide contextual
information and to make inferences about the significance of the event or the memory
itself. Broader contextual information can present the event as embedded in a more
general narrative beyond the time and location of the particular incident.

Types of specific narratives:
Type 1 specific narrative (The pure specific memory):
The memory narrative is composed entirely of related single-event statements
pertaining to the happenings of one day, or, in some cases, two consecutive days (e.g.,
a night and the following morning). The rememberer’s attention does not diverge
from the incident, and there is no general narrative outside of its timeframe.
Note:
We identified empirically two kinds of statements in specific memory narratives that
could arguably be taken as divergences of the rememberer’s attention from the
specific instance of the Type 1 specific memory. These two kinds of statements are
described below, and the point is made that the presence of one or the other should
not disqualify a memory narrative that is otherwise clearly Type 1 from being
classified as such. The first reason is coding reliability, which we found to be higher
after adding this condition. The second reason is a sort of verbal convention or
linguistic necessity that leads to the insertion of these statements in the narratives of
otherwise purely specific memories. The first kind of statement is a simple “time-tag”
that indicates approximately when the event took place and validates Criterions 1 or
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2 for single event statements. A “time-tag” is a phrase such as “Some time in eight
grade” which makes a mention of a period (eight grade) that is not brief and stands
outside the specific narrative that follows. This phrase is clearly important only as an
assertion than the event happened at a particular time, but it is not an account of any
events itself. In other words, it does not significantly reduce the specificity of the
narrative. The second kind of statement that usually appears in the beginning or at
the end of a specific memory narrative (but might be encountered in the middle) is a
statement such as: “This was the first time I rode a bicycle,” or “I remember my last
soccer game in high school,” or “I had never done anything like this before.” In both
cases, there is an implied link to other events that are outside the rest of the
narrative, which satisfies the Type 1 specific memory conditions. The rater of the
memory realizes, that the rememberer probably can recall other cases of riding the
bicycle or playing soccer in high school. As long as this arguable distraction from the
immediate event is limited to a short phrase such as the above, we assume that the
importance of this phrase is to better characterize the specific event and that it does
not imply that the rememberer actually is thinking of other events besides the Type 1
specific memory.
Type 2 specific narratives (The specific memory with generalization):
There is one single-event statement or several related single-event statements that
pertain to the same incident on one particular day. In addition, a general narrative
about other events and the autobiographical context of the memory is provided, but it
does not involve single-event statements. Clearly, there is a unique point in time upon
which the person’s attention focuses in the single-event portion of the memory. An
important indicator is the presence of any of the following (a) a statement about the
uniqueness of the time; (b) an expression of strong emotion; (c) a declaration of the
importance of the single-event portion of the memory; (d) imagistic detail; (e) speech
or dialogue.
Type 3 specific narratives (The specific memory with multiple singe events): Both
Type 1 and Type 2 specific memories have single-event statements that refer to the
happenings of a single 24-hour period. Type 3 specific memories have a different
format. A Type 3 memory could be thought of as composed of (a) two or more
memories of either Type 1, Type 2 or both, or (b) of at least two specific memories of
Type 1 or 2 and one episodic or generic memory. It is organized around a sequential
story that extends beyond a single 24-hour period, and there is more than one
“cluster” of single-event statements. There is at least one such statement regarding
one single event, and at least one more such statement about another single event
that does not fall in the same 24 hour period. The series of single events may be
assembled into an overall story with an identifiable theme (e.g., “my team’s underdog
victory at a tournament” or “my first days of college”). Because the timeframe of the
memory is more than a day and because the memory relates a sequence of related
single occurrences, it resembles an
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episodic memory, a kind of memories that is discussed next. What differentiates this
specific memory from an episodic memory are the single-event statements, which
contain details that locate these events in unique moments of time. The single events
in the narrative contain any of the following – quoted dialogue, precise details of
actions, mention of specific moments in time by hour or date. Further, at least some,
if not all, of the single events mentioned in the story sequence are unique
occurrences; they are not blended or depicted as repeated in the course of the
narrative.
Final Note on the Specificity of Detail:
The specific memory narrative has at least one statement in which the attention of
the rememberer is clearly focused upon happenings from a particular day and time. If
there is only one such statement and it does not provide any statement of time,
emotion, importance, detail, or dialogue about the specific instance, then the memory
is not specific. Specific memory narratives must have single-event statements that
allow the reader to locate the event in a unique and clear moment of the past. If a
one-day single event is mentioned only in passing and the remainder of the narrative
takes as its focus extended events that range over days, weeks, or months, the
memory cannot be classified as specific.

Non-specific (generalized) narratives (Episodic and Generic):
Episodic narratives:
These memory narratives lack any single-event statements of the kind that was
described previously. If they do mention something happening on a particular day,
then it is only as a part of a developing narrative beyond itself, and it is also deprived
of imagistic detail, speech, or a statement about strong emotion, importance, or a
singling-out statement about the time. The narrative as a whole may have such
statements, but they would pertain to a general event with a length of over a day or
with unclear duration. The event may be a unity (such as a vacation trip) or it may be
composed of several related general events that develop into a story line. Overall, the
episodic memory narrative is a generalized narrative of sequential events that fit into
a single lengthy timeframe. Narrative of perceptions and actions is generalized, and it
merges with the narrative of the context. The span is more than a day, often much
longer, for example: junior year in high school, last summer’s vacation, a period of
unemployment.
Note on Ambiguous Language:
In the discussion of Type 1 memories, it was necessary to discuss some kinds of
statements that might appear non-specific but do not disqualify the memories as
Type 1. The first kind of such statements, the “time-tag,” can be expected to appear in
episodic memories to serve the same function as in Type 1 memories. The second
kind of statements, the “first time, last time, never before” phrases, can also appear in
episodic memories without giving them specific quality. These phrases obviously do
not make single-event statements in themselves, as they can refer to long periods of
time, but they could be parts of single-event statements in specific memories. In the
preliminary discussion of specific memories, six examples of phrases were given, that
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could refer to either specific events or episodic narratives, depending on the context.
It is important to be continually aware of these potential ambiguities. It was said that,
for the most part, those statements would be considered non-specific narrative,
unless there is additional “proof” that the attention of the rememberer is fixed upon a
unique and brief occurrence. Therefore, these statements may occur in episodic
memories only if not accompanied by such “proof” (statement of time, emotion,
importance, detail, or dialogue about the specific and unique occurrence). In addition,
there is a group of very important statements that have been observed to occur in
episodic narratives that could cause some confusion. These are statements such as:
“By the time I was hospitalized, my condition had gone worse,” and “We continued to
prepare until the very last day.” The point is that, when part of an overall episodic
narrative, these phrases are part of it, and do not qualify as single-event statements.
They could do so, only if the rememberer went on to tell more about the specific
instance of hospitalization or about the specific and unique events on the last day. As
long as these moments are mentioned in passing and without additional detail, they
remain non-specific in the context of the timeframe of the episodic narrative.

Generic narratives:
The memory is composed of equivalent events that kept occurring over time intervals
that are not themselves part of the memory. These separating intervals of time may
be of equal duration, especially when they depend on natural cycles. The remembered
events themselves blend or fuse together, and they contain the same characters,
settings, happenings, and emotions. The narrative may contain an event that stands
out as a good example of what all other events in the blend were like, yet the focus
remains on the abstraction of repeated experience.
Note:
The generic blend of events that comprises the generic memory narrative may consist
of events that would otherwise meet the criteria for either specific or episodic events.
For example, the memory could be one of “all summer vacations throughout high
school” or “every time I saw the movie ‘101 Dalmatians.’” A narrative is classified as
generic only when it consists entirely of the generic narrative. One exception is when
a specific vacation or one particular time of seeing the movie may be mentioned by
the rememberer as an example of how all the other similar events happened. A
complex memory narrative may contain a generic portion but also a portion in which
some specific or episodic event is told that is not in itself part of the generic blend of
events. In this case, the memory is classified according to this other portion’s
characteristics as Type 2 or Type 3 specific or episodic. Memory narratives are
classified as generic only if they are “pure” and consist entirely of a generic narrative
and possibly an exemplary event that serves to convey that narrative.

Level 2: Memory Integration
This coding system divides memory narratives into two categories of integrative and
non-integrative memories. Integrative memories contain statements that ascribe
meaning to the memory described. This meaning is usually expressed in statements
about what the memory has taught the individual (e.g., “the lesson learned” or “from
that point on I realized…”); these insights may be expressed about life in general or
specifically about the individual’s own life and sense of identity.
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Non-integrative memories may be filled with emotion and may contain
generalizations about the individual’s personality, the impact of the memory, or the
activities of the individual, but these generalizations do not explain what the memory
means to the individual or how the memory has conveyed meaning in the individual’s
life. In other words, a memory that contains the generalization, “I was a shy child,” is
not an integrative memory unless the individual were to add a statement about how
this memory caused this shyness to develop or revealed this attribute to the
individual in a new light. Memories that contain no generalizations about the
individual or events, and simply have a time-stamp (e.g., “It was my junior year in
high school” or “I was eight years old when this event took place”) are clearly nonintegrative memories.
Within both the Integrative and Non-Integrative categories, we include subtypes that
will help to locate memories within each category. These subtypes are meant as aids
and do not need to be scored in their own right. When scoring, one should always
score toward the highest level of integration. For example, a memory may contain a
time-stamp and a generalization, but if it also contains a meaning statement, it should
be coded as integrative.

Non-Integrative Memories
Two Subtypes
1. Pure Narrative of Events, with or without Time-Stamp
2. Categorization by Emotion, Impact or Attribute (Including Personality Attribute)
Non-integrative narratives of Type 1 (Pure Events. Time Stamps):
The narrative describes the events within the timeframe of the specific event,
episode, or blended series of events. There is no discussion of any broader context,
category of experience, or importance of the events in the memory. If the emotions,
thoughts, or attributes of the participants in the memory are discussed, these
statements are located in the timeframe of the memory. For example, “When I fell
from the tree, I was so scared that I had broken my leg. I thought what would happen
if I could never walk or run again.”
Time Stamp - The only statement(s) apart from the description of the events may be a
phrase or two that indicates when they happened in the person’s life, without giving
additional information about the individual’s life or a meaning drawn from these
events.
Non-integrative narratives of Type 2 (Categorization by Emotion, Impact, Context or
Attribute):
The narrative goes beyond the location of the memory in a particular time period to
include information about the category of emotion, impact, context, or attribute of the
remembered experience. These statements identify the memory as being an
exemplar of a type of emotion (“This is one of my happiest memories”), type of impact
(“This is one of my most important memories”), type of context (“I was part of the
debate team my junior year of high school”) or type of attribute (“I was always an
angry child”). Beyond locating the memory in this particular memory bin, the
narrative makes no interpretative statement about the larger significance or meaning
of the memory in general or in the person’s life. That is, the narrative does not
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include any statements about what the individual has learned from the experience
described, nor does the individual specify in what particular ways the experience has
influenced his or her life.
Individuals may also make generalizations about time in the memory, such as, “This
was my first experience with death” or “I recall my first day of school.” Though these
generalizations or categorizations of the events are not simple time stamps, they are
also not integrative unless they contain additional meaning statements that express a
meaning or lesson learned from these “First” events. Without such statements, these
“First” memories should still be scored as Non Integrative.

Integrative Memories
Integrative memories step back from narrative events and generalizations described
in the memory to make an additional statement about the specific significance or
meaning of the memory to the individual. A meaningful statement must extend
beyond simple pronouncements that the memory is “important” or “the most painful”
or “one that I will never forget,” but also include an indication of why the memory
holds this quality of importance, emotion or vividness for the individual. There are
two subtypes of integrative memories.
The first, “Meaning Not Tied to the Self” encompasses memories that include
statements about “lessons learned” or new understandings, but these memories do
not link these lessons specifically to the self or the individual’s own growth or change.
These lessons may be statements about life in general or lessons learned about a
particular person, group or institution.
The second, “Meaning Tied to the Self,” encompasses memories that include
statements about lessons or understandings that are explicitly connected to the
individual self and sense of identity.

Two Subtypes
1. Meaning Not Tied to Self
2. Meaning Tied to the Self
Integrative narratives of Type 1 (Meaning Not Tied to Self):
A narrative at this level has at least one statement that contains an insight or lesson
about life in general or some important person from the rememberer’s life.
Statements such as “I believe” or “I think” are permissible at this level, as long as the
belief or thought (insight or lesson) does not immediately discuss one’s own
personality, life, or relationship. Instead, it concerns life in more abstract terms or the
personality of an important other.
In offering the meaning found in the memory, the individual may describe how
the events serve to reinforce the particular lesson or message stated. On the other
hand, the individual may present events that help to explain the termination, reversal
or reduction of the individual’s belief in a particular viewpoint or perspective.
In every case, the narrative contains (a) explicit meaning phrases (“It was a
turning point;” “I came to realize;” “I learned that...” etc.), (b) explicit or implied
connections between the message and the memory. That is, it is clear that the
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individual is expressing a link between the events in the memory and the meaning
statement that is expressed.

Integrative narratives of Type 2 (Meaning Tied to the Self):
The critical characteristic of this subtype is that the memory narrative includes a
statement that ties the events of the memory to an important theme or lesson learned
about the self. It is not enough that the narrative includes statements about
characteristics of the self (e.g., “I am funny,” or “I get sad at sunsets”). The memory
narrative must include a statement about what this attribute means to the individual
or how the memory exemplifies a change in this attribute. For example, “Ever since I
broke up with my girlfriend, I get sad at sunsets. We were watching one when she
told me it was over. Now when I think of a sunset, I realize that I can’t always be sure
of another person.”
Relationship Meaning
The memory narrative may also include a statement about the importance and
significance of a relationship in the individual’s life. This statement would again need
to expand beyond a mere statement of the importance of the relationship (e.g., “She
was my first love” or “She is my favourite aunt”), but also explain the meaning or
ongoing significance of the relationship in the person’s life (e.g., “I always turn to her
when I am down,” or “She continues to serve as a role model to me years later”).
Functional Meaning
One other Self-Meaning statement is the individual’s indication that the memory is
used in a functional way. For example, “When I am sad, I think of this memory to
cheer me up,” or “I always recall this memory when I want to remind myself why I
keep fighting for social change,” or “This memory is a symbol of the relationship my
best friend and I have. We share it with each other whenever either of us feels low or
isolated.
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Appendix 12

Manual for Coding Events in Self
Defining Memories

Avril Thorne & Kate C. McLean
University of California, Santa Cruz, October, 2001

*NOTE, THIS IS NOT THE FULL VERSION OF THE MANUAL
See http://www.selfdefiningmemories.com/Thorne___McLean_SDM_Scoring_Manual.pdf
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Overview: Types of Events in Self-Defining Memories
Event Type
1. Life-Threatening Event (LTE)

Primary Concern

page #

basic safety; mortality

11. Death or serious illness or injury

3
4

of someone else
12. Serious accident or illness of self

4

13. Physical assault to oneself

5

14. Rape or sexual abuse (to oneself)

6

19. LTE not classifiable

6

2. Recreation / Exploration, fun

7

3. Relationship interpersonal relationship

8

4. Achievement / Mastery effortful mastery; goal attainment

10

5. Guilt/shame doing right vs. wrong

12

6. Drug, alcohol, or tobacco use events centering on such use

14

99. Event not classifiable

15

EVENT TYPES: DEFINITIONS AND EXAMPLES
1. LIFE-THREATENING EVENT
Examples: deaths, accidents, assaults, severe episodes of physical or mental
illness.
Events in which issues of life and death, or physical well-being, structure the
narrative, so that the narrative is built around the life-threatening event.
Mortality concerns may not be emphasized, but if the description of the event
indicates the plausibility of severe physical injury or death , the event qualifies
as life-threatening. The event may involve risk to oneself, or the death or
injury of someone else. If emotions are mentioned, the emotions are usually
fear (for events threatening oneself) or sadness (in response to someone's
death).
In classifying narratives into event categories, it is important to
imagine what the event would have felt like. Would it have been scary,
given the situations and the age of the person?

Please code each life-threatening events into one of the following
subcategories, or "LTE types". With the exception of the first
category, all of the LTE types centre on events that threaten oneself
rather than another person.
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Life-Threatening Event Subtypes:

11. Death or serious illness/injury of someone else (person or animal)
Examples: Death of a family member, friend suffers from AIDs, friend seriously
injured in car accident, suicide of a rock star (Kurt Cobain)
12. Serious accidents or illnesses (to oneself)
Events in which one's own physical well-being is at risk, although others may
also be at risk.
13. Physical assaults (to oneself). Note: Does not include sexual abuse.
Events in which physical aggression is directed at oneself (also possibly
others), or could plausibly be felt to be directed at oneself. Perpetrator is
usually a parent or peer. Narrative is organized around the aggression and its
consequences, which might ultimately be positive or negative. Childhood
events involving aggression may seem less severe, but if narrative explicitly
refers to feeling afraid, or crying in the face of aggression, the narrative can
probably be classified into this category.
14. Rape, attempted rape, or sexual abuse (to oneself); others may also be
injured
Such narratives are not frequent in our sample, but are events that are
important in clinical literature. For that reason, we wanted to be able to tag
these special cases.
Narrative must indicate that sexual abuse was involved, e.g.,, uses terms such
as "molested," "raped".
19. LTE not classifiable: life-threatening event does not fit into any of the
above categories.
We did not find any unclassifiable LTE narratives in this sample.

Events that are not Life-Threatening:

2. RECREATION / EXPLORATION
Examples: riding a cow, a lively cake fight, being mischievous for the fun of it,
running naked in a field of flowers; a lovely hiking trip, shooting a gun,
discovering the pleasures of reading, catching a fish, breaking a toe en route to
Hawaii; first time stoned; sneaking into a concert, experiencing skydiving or
bungee jumping, experiencing an unexpected spiritual moment, or peak
experience.
Narratives centre on recreational activities, such as hobbies, parties, dances,
traveling, vacationing, or sports. Emphasis is on recreation, play, or
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exploration, rather than achievement striving, or concerns for safety, or
concerns about relationships. If an attempt at recreation is obstructed, can
also count as a recreational event so long as the obstruction is not lifethreatening (see Hawaii example, below). Spiritual moments that are framed as
moments in them, and not framed as a decision to redirect one's life, count as
recreation/exploration, not as achievement.
Note: If serious injury or fear for safety dominates the narrative, code as lifethreatening event
3. RELATIONSHIP EVENT
Examples:
first love, breakup, parents' divorce, reconciliation, intimacy,
separation, interpersonal conflict.
Events in which a particular interpersonal relationship is emphasized, usually
one with a parent or a peer. The relationship should have some history or at
least some emotional investment in the other person.
Themes in such
narratives might emphasize moving toward, away, or against another
person(s). Conflict may or may not be present.
4. ACHIEVEMENT EVENT
Examples: winning a competition, learning to ride a bicycle or drive a car,
passing, failing, or struggling with an important exam; getting into college,
reclaiming one’s ethnic heritage by climbing the Great Wall of China; laborious
but not life-threatening childbirth; embracing a new religion or deciding to live
a life of spirituality, mastering the urge to eat (control over body); struggling to
be popular; finally getting one's braces off; realizing one wants to have
children; pledging a sorority; establishing a new life when the family
immigrated
Events that emphasize one's own or group/family effortful attempts at
mastery or accomplishment with regard to physical, material, social, or
spiritual goals, regardless of the outcome. Event must involve effortful striving
to achieve a goal, skill, or direction in life (vocational or spiritual). Commitment
to a new way of life counts as an achievement event.

5. GUILT/SHAME; Doing right vs. wrong
Examples: Guilt about getting pregnant, about lying, about hurting someone.
Deciding not to steal something, or stealing something and feeling remorse.
Making a moral or ethical decision to do the right thing in the present, or on
future occasions.
Events in which the issue of one's doing right or wrong is emphasized more so
than any of the prior concerns; there is an explicit contrast between what one
feels is right vs. wrong. Narrative may explicitly uses the term “guilt,“ "shame,"
or "ashamed,” or in some way clearly convey remorse for one's own actions.
Alternately, the narrative may emphasize having chosen to do the right thing,
when one could have done the wrong thing. The focus in the narrative is on
one's own responsibility for having done right or wrong. Sometimes the
reporter resolves to be a better person as a result. The offense may not seem
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severe to the coder, but the reporter's perspective should be the basis on
which the narrative is coded. Note: Embarrassment is usually too mild an
emotion to count in this category (see unclassified events). Childhood pranks
in which guilt or shame is not emphasized also do not count in this category,
because the issue of morality is not central (such events might count as
recreation, or relationship).

6. DRUG, ALCOHOL, TOBACCO USE
Examples: First time smoking cigarettes or pot, taking psychedelics or speed,
getting extremely drunk, overdosing on pills, getting busted for buying drugs.
Events that centre on the use drugs, alcohol, or tobacco for recreational, thrill,
or possibly suicidal purposes. The event may have a positive or negative
outcome. Although the event may be classified into prior categories, e.g., LTE
or recreation, we code such events separately the purposes of another project
that we are developing.

99. EVENT UNCLASSIFIABLE.
Narrative does not fit well into any of the event categories.
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Appendix 18
Spearman’s rank correlations of integrative meaning with MCQ-30 subscales
1

2

3

4

5

6

-.036

-.317

-.046

-.323

-.005

-.178

1. CSC
2. NC
3. CC
4. NEG
5. POS
6. TOTAL
7. Integrative Meaning

Note: MCQ-30 = Metacognitions-30; POS = positive beliefs about worry; NEG = negative beliefs about
uncontrollability of thoughts and danger; CC= cognitive conﬁdence; NC = need to control thoughts; CSC =
cognitive self-consciousness.
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Appendix 19
Mann-Whitney results with median (Interquartile range) for content of memories
Content

LTE: Death or serious
injury/illness of someone else
LTE: Serious accident/illness
of self
LTE: Physical assault to
oneself
LTE: Rape or sexual assault to
self
Total LTEs combined
Recreation
Relationship
Achievement/mastery
Guilt/shame
Drugs/alcohol
Events not classifiable

Depressed
Group
(n=16)
0
(0-1)

Control
Group
(n=19)
0
(0-0)

0
(0-1)
0
(0-0)
0
(0-0)
2
(0.25-2)
0
(0-0.75)
1
(1-2.75)
0
(0-1)
0
(0-1)
0.5
(0-2)

0
(0-0)
0
(0-0)
0
(0-0)
0
(0-1)
1
(0-1)
2
(1-2)
1
(0-2)
0
(0-0)
0
(0-1)

p

.226

.064
.202
.457
.008*
.008*
.815
.003*
.064
.143

Note: * = indicates significance at p < 0.05
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Appendix 20

An examination of self-defining memories, functional avoidance and metacognitive
processes in depressed and non-depressed older adults

Abstract
Background: Self-defining memories (SDMs) are important to an individuals’ sense of self
but have received little research attention, particularly in older adults (OA). Of the small
number of studies that have examined SDMs in OAs none have investigated SDMs in
depressed OAs or assessed potential mechanisms that affect the recall of these memories.

Aims: This study will examine and describe the characteristics of depressed and nondepressed OAs SDMs along dimensions such as memory specificity and the participant’s
ability to derive meaning from their memories. Additionally the study aims to explore the
underlying mechanisms of overgeneral memory by measuring cognitive avoidance and
investigating the role of metacognition in meaning making ability.

Methods: Cross-sectional between groups study of depressed and non-depressed OAs.
Participants will complete the Montreal Cognitive Assessment, Geriatric Depression Scale,
Metacognitive Questionnaire-30, White Bear Suppression Inventory, Self-defining
Memory Task and Self-defining Memory Rating Sheet.

Applications: This study will provide valuable insights into the characteristics and
underlying mechanisms of OAs and depressed OAs’ SDMs. This knowledge will inform
the refinement of interventions for depressed OAs.

Word Count: 192
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Introduction
The Nature of Autobiographical Memory and Self-defining Memories
Autobiographical memory (AM) refers to the aspect of human cognition that incorporates
personal semantic information (facts and knowledge about the self) and episodic
information (recollections of personal experiences) (Williams, Conway & Cohen, 2008).
Conway and Pleydell-Pearce (2000) proposed the Self Memory System (SMS) model to
characterise the relationship between AM and self-identity. The SMS consists of two
dynamic structures: the ‘knowledge base’ and ‘working self’. This model postulates that
AMs are stored in a hierarchy based on the specificity of the memory. The highest level
‘lifelong periods’ consists of memories constituting periods of time (usually measured in
days, weeks, months or years) which have precise start and end points (e.g. “when I lived
in Glasgow”). The second level, ‘general events’ describes summaries of repeated types of
events (e.g. “Friday night drinks at pub X”). The most detailed level, ‘event-specific
knowledge’, comprises specific information about single events that are typically marked
by rich visual images and sensory qualities (e.g. “Lisa’s leaving night”). If the highest level
of autobiographical information is activated, the search for a more detailed memory
typically cascades down the hierarchy.

This retrieval process is modulated by ‘the

working self’, a concept similar to working memory (Baddeley, 1986), which is influenced
by the goal state of the individual. The state of the working self affects what
autobiographical information is stored and retrieved from the autobiographical knowledge
base (Conway & Pleydell-Pearce, 2000). Self-defining memories (SDMs) are a subtype of
AMs that contribute to and maintain self-concept. These memories have five particular
attributes: high affective intensity, vividness, high levels of rehearsal, linkages to similar
memories and connection to an enduring concern or resolved conflict (Singer & Salovey,
1993).

The Functions of AM and SDMs
AMs allow individuals to problem solve and regulate moods (Williams, Barnhofer, Crane,
Hermans, Raes, Watkins & Dalgeish, 2007) and maintain social relationships (Alea and
Bluck, 2003). Additionally these memories enable goal pursuit (Williams, Barnhofer,
Crane, Hermans, Raes, Watkins & Dalgeish, 2007) and provide material for reflecting on
the meaning of previous experiences (Singer, Rexhaj & Baddeley, 2007).
narrative and sense of self is interlocked with SDMs (McAdams, 1988).

Personal
In healthy
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functioning, an individual’s sense of self and their memories coalesce into a coherent
story; therefore sense of self is intimately linked to past experiences and the recall of these.
Motivational factors, such as the psychological need to maintain a stable sense of self,
influence how AMs are encoded and retrieved. The SMS model (Conway & PleydellPearce, 2000) states that a person’s sense of self is preserved by two simultaneous
functions: adaptive correspondence and self-coherence. Adaptive correspondence refers to
the need to encode memories that are consistent with reality while adaptive coherence
refers to the need to maintain a stable representation of life experiences that is consistent
with goals and values. Other factors affect the recall of AMs including emotional state
(Matt, Vazquez & Campbell, 1992), cue type (Williams & Broadbent, 1986) and learned
information processing habits (e.g. avoidance and truncated search) (Beevers et al, 1999).
Another factor that may influence AM retrieval is an individual’s capacity for
metacognition, that is, the ‘ability to reflect upon, understand and control ones learning’ (p
460, Schraw, & Dennison, 1994). This capacity to think about ones thinking contributes to
the development of a personal sense of identity (Blagov & Singer, 2004).

Implications of AM/SDM Disturbance
AMs are particularly important for the maintenance of a range of psychological disorders.
Engagement in psychological therapy often requires the individual to recall and reflect on
important past events, a process reliant on AMs. Depression can arise when individuals do
not attain their desired goals, leading to rumination on memories which remind them of
their failures, whereas individuals without depression retrieve memories that are pertinent
to the attainment of goals (Singer & Salovey, 1993). Research has also shown that nondepressed individuals recall more positive memories to counteract negative mood states
whereas depressed individuals recall mood congruent memories, which perpetuates
depressive mood states (Matt, Vazquez & Campbell, 1992).
Furthermore, individuals with depression tend to suppress negative thoughts in an attempt
to maintain psychological wellbeing (Beevers et al, 1999) and this avoidance will reduce
access to SDMs. Through time, depression also affects the organisation and retrieval of
memories and can lead to the development of a less specific retrieval style that becomes
habitual and generalises across situations. Williams et al.’s (2007) review found eleven
studies which demonstrated that adults with depression exhibit more overgeneral memories
than controls. In order to make sense of AMs, and SDMs in particular, it is necessary for
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an individual to take an observer (metacognitive) perspective on their experience and draw
conclusions about the meaning of key experiences (Singer & Bluck, 2001). Distress can
arise when individuals are not able to make sense of their experiences.

Disturbances of AM in OAs
Few studies have investigated the process of AM retrieval in OAs with depression. Phillips
and Williams (1997) investigated AM specificity in OAs who had cognitive impairment
and depression. They found that the sample gave omissions of general memories and found
that increasing scores of cognitive impairment was associated with less specific memories.
Birch and Davidson (2007) also found that depressed OAs provided more overgeneral
memories than healthy controls. Singer, Rexhaj and Baddeley (2007) investigated SDMs in
OAs and compared them to college students in the United States. The findings were
consistent with previous memory and aging studies showing that OAs recalled fewer
specific memories (Levine, Svoboda, Hay, Moscovitch & Winocur, 2002). But, they also
found that OAs’ SDMs were more positive and contained more integrative meaning
(defined as ‘an additional statement about the specific significance or meaning of the
memory to the individual’; p. 15, Singer & Blagov, 2002). They found that 43% of OAs
spontaneously derived meaning from their memories compared to 21% of college students.
McLean (2008) compared SDMs of OAs to adolescent-adults and reported that OAs were
more likely to retrieve memories that were more stable and contained thematic coherence.
It is thought that depressed OAs will be more likely to recall memories of negative content
and they will lack the ability to make meaning from their memories.

Gaps in our Understanding of AMs and SDMs in OAs
Previous studies have investigated AMs by using the Autobiographical Memory Test
(Williams & Broadbent, 1986) and other derivatives of classic word cueing paradigms.
Very few studies have investigated SDMs in OAs and no study has investigated SDMs in
depressed OAs. Additionally there are no research findings of OAs SDMs in the UK. The
presence of impairments in AM retrieval are being increasingly documented but there is a
need to conduct studies that examine why these patterns emerge. There is a gap in the
literature given the potentially crucial impact of SDMs on psychological adjustment and
wellbeing.
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The Current Study
The present study will generate data on the nature of SDMs in an OA population.
Cognitive avoidance and metacognitive ability will be examined as potential factors that
may influence SDM generation. Given that overgeneral AMs negatively affect problem
solving ability, an individual’s ability to engage in therapy and outcome, further research is
warranted in this area. Additionally for successful aging to occur, the reminiscence
literature provides numerous examples of the importance of OAs recalling past experiences
to facilitate the maintenance of stable sense of self (Webster, Bohlmeijer & Westerhoff,
2010). Memory specificity in depressed adults can improve with memory specificity
training (Neshat-Doost et al, 2013), which leads to reduction in depression symptomology;
therefore this study has implications for treatment in OAs.

Aims
This research will explore memory specificity and integrative meaning of SDMs in
depressed and non-depressed OAs. The underlying mechanisms of overgeneral memory
will be explored by assessing the impact of cognitive avoidance on recall specificity and
the role of metacognition on integrative meaning ability.

Hypotheses
5. Depressed older adults will generate more overgeneral self-defining memories than nondepressed older adults on the Self-defining Memory Task.
6. The interaction between depression and memory specificity will be mediated by avoidance,
as measured by the White Bear Suppression Inventory.
7. The capacity to derive integrative meaning from autobiographical memories, as scored on
the Self-defining Memory Task, will be lower in depressed older adults compared to nondepressed older adults.
8. The interaction between depression and integrative meaning will be mediated by
metacognition, as measured by the self-conscious subscale in the Metacognitive
Questionnaire-30.
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Plan of Investigation
Participants
Forty-four participants will take part in the study. The depressed group will consist of 22
participants who fulfil the ICD-10 (International Statistical Classification of Diseases,
1992) criteria for major depressive disorder and score >10 on the Geriatric Depression
Scale (GDS). The control group will comprise of 22 participants. They must score <11 on
the GDS, and not had depression in the last five years. Groups will be matched for age and
gender.

Inclusion criteria


65 or over



Adequate command of the English language

Exclusion criteria


Stroke



Self reported or case note record of head Injury with loss of consciousness



Dementia



Epilepsy



Heart attack



Learning disability



Alcohol or substance misuse (current or historical)



A score of less than 26 on the Montreal Cognitive Assessment

Recruitment Procedures
The control group will be recruited from University of the 3rd Age, Seniors Together,
Forward at 50, Voluntary Action South Lanarkshire and libraries in Lanarkshire. The
depressed group will be recruited through OA Community Mental Health Teams in
Lanarkshire via Nurses, Psychiatrists and Psychologists/CBT Therapists within the
Psychological Therapies for Older People Team.

Justification of sample size
No other study has compared depressed OAs SDMs to healthy OAs, therefore the effect
size has been inferred from the Singer, Rexhaj and Baddeley’s (2007) study. They found
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reduced memory specificity of OAs (M =2.27, SD=1.79) compared to college students
(M=3.69, SD=1.45). A power calculation using G Power, suggests in order to obtain
adequate power given a large effect size a total of 44 participants will be needed (22 in
each group). Eighty per cent power should give a 1.4 mean difference between the groups.
Graph 1 demonstrates that given a large effect size suggested by Singer, Rexhaj and
Baddeley’s (2007), 44 participants would provide adequate power to detect the predicted
main effect.

Graph.1. Estimates of the study’s power to detect small, medium and large effect sizes for samples
sizes ranging between 30 and 46 participants.

Measures
The Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS: Yesavage et al., 1983). The GDS is a 30-item selfreport questionnaire measuring depressive symptoms in OAs. The GDS provides a total
score of 30. Brink et al., (1981) found with a cut of 11 to indicate depression, the GDS
yielded a 95% sensitivity rate and 84% specificity rate.

Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA: Nasreddine et al, 2005). A neuropsychological
screen for cognitive impairment providing a total score of 30 with a cut off of < 26
indicating impairment.

The test assesses several cognitive domains including:

visuospatial/executive function, naming, memory, attention, language, abstraction and
orientation. A cut off of 26 yields a 90% sensitivity and 100% specificity rate.
White Bear Suppression Inventory (WBSI: Wegner & Zanakos, 1994). A 15 item
questionnaire measuring thought suppression. The WBSI provides a total score of 75,
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higher scores are indicative of greater thought suppression tendencies. The WBSI
demonstrates good internal consistency (alphas range from .87 to .89), good test re test
reliability and sound convergent validity.
Metacognitive Questionnaire-30 (MCQ-30: Wells, 2004). A 30 item self-report
questionnaire measuring metacognitive beliefs and beliefs about worrying. The scale
assesses five factors; cognitive conﬁdence, positive beliefs about worry, cognitive selfconsciousness, negative beliefs about uncontrollability of thoughts and danger, and beliefs
about the need to control thoughts. This scale demonstrated good internal consistency and
good convergent validity. Stability of the measure as assessed through test-retest reliability
ranged from acceptable to good.
Self-defining Memory Task (SDMT) and Self-defining Memory Rating Sheet (SDMRS:
Blagov & Singer, 2002). A task instructing participants to recall a SDM with the following
attributes: vividness, emotionality, repetitive recall, importance and connection to other
memories. An adaptation of the instructions used by Singer and Moffit, (1991-1992) will
be used. The SDMRS asks the participant to state the age of the memory, rate the current
impact of the memory on their affect, rate how vivid the memory is and the importance of
the memory to their sense of self.

Design
Cross sectional between groups design.

Research Procedure
Control group - The researcher will present the research to University of the 3rd Age,
Seniors Together, Voluntary Action South Lanarkshire and Forward at 50 groups in
Lanarkshire. If a potential participant is interested, the researcher will give them the
information sheet, take a contact detail and contact them following 24 hours.

The

researcher will also display posters in libraries in Lanarkshire with a contact number to
contact the researcher.
Depressed group - The referrer will briefly tell a potential participant about the study and
provide the information sheet. If the patient is interested, the patient can contact the
researcher or at the next session the referrer will ask if they can be contacted by the
researcher to discuss the study further on the phone or in person (if recruitment is not
going well). If the participant takes part in the research, the researcher will gather
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information on currently prescribed medication, physical health and diagnoses from the
participants’ medical records.
Both groups - The participants will be given an appointment. Participants will be asked to
complete a demographic questionnaire and sign the consent form, they will then complete
the GDS and MoCA. If the participant meets the inclusion criteria, they will then complete
the SDMT and SDMRS for five memories. If not, participants will be thanked for taking
an interest in the study however informed that they are unable to take part. The SDMT
will be audio recorded and answers transcribed. All participants will be given a debrief
sheet and asked if they would like to receive the results of the study, if so preferred contact
information will be taken. Participants will then complete the MCQ-30 and WBSI whilst
sat in the waiting room. The appointment is expected to last between 60 -100 minutes.

Scoring
The SDMs will be scored following the Singer and Blagov (2002) manual. Memory
specificity will be scored as the primary outcome data. Additionally integrative meaning,
vividness, importance of the memory, age of the memory, affect and content will also be
recorded to provide further descriptions of the memories.
Vividness and importance of the memory will be rated from ‘not at all’ (0) to ‘extremely’
(6).

Affect will be scored in this way for 12 emotions (happy, sad, angry, fearful,

surprised, ashamed, disgusted, guilty, interested, embarrassed, contemptful and proud).
Seven categories of content will be scored guided by the manual for Coding Events in Self
Defining Memories (Thorne & McLean, 2001); life threatening events, recreation,
relationship, achievement/mastery, guilt/shame, drug/alcohol and an ‘events not classable’.

Data Analysis
Data will be stored within a Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) for
Windows version 19.0 (SPSS; Chicago, IL) on a Glasgow University laptop. In order to
examine hypotheses 1 and 3 that depression impacts on memory specificity and integrative
meaning between the two groups, a two sample t test will initially be computed. In order
to examine hypothesis 2 and 4 that avoidance mediates the difference between specificity
and metacognition mediates the difference between meaning ability, linear regression
analyses will be conducted. The mediated analytic approach will be tested by Baron and
Kenny’s (1986) model. If the sample size is too small, the Preacher & Hayes (2004) boot
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strapping method will be used to estimate population parameters. Following this,
exploratory analyses will be conducted to explore the impact of different domains of
metacognition on integrative ability. A Chi Square test will be computed to ascertain the
frequencies of the range of affect (12 emotions) between the two groups. For multiple
comparisons, adjustments of alpha will be made to minimise type 1 errors. The vividness
and importance of the memories will be analysed by a t test or non parametric equivalent.
Content and age of memories will be reported by descriptive statistics. Cohen Kappa
analysis will be used to assess inter-rater reliability of the researcher and a rater blind to
the groups (academic supervisor) for SDMT scores for 20% of the sample.

Settings and Equipment
The study will be conducted in the base (NHS Lanarkshire’s community buildings or
libraries).

Health and Safety Issues
Researcher and Participant Safety Issues
See researcher and participant safety form.

Ethical Issues
Ethical approval will be obtained from the West of Scotland Research Ethics Committee.
Participants will be provided with an information sheet and required to sign a consent
form. Participants will be given a debrief sheet providing contact details for extra support.
If the participant wishes to receive the results of the study, contact information will be
recorded on the demographic sheet and stored in a lockable briefcase until the data is
transported to a locked cabinet in the researchers’ base. Data from the measures will be
anonymised and handled in accordance with Data Protection Act (1998) and NHS
Lanarkshire policies. As stated in Appendix A, there could be potential distress to the
participant whilst recalling memories however plans are in place to support this. Time is
another burden identified; this will be outlined in the information sheet. The study has used
a minimal number of measures to address the research questions to aid this. The
risks/burdens identified are outweighed by the benefits of gathering knowledge in this
research area.
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Financial Issues
Sufficient funding will be available.

Timetable
Obtain Course Approval

July 2014

Obtain ethical approval

September 2014

Gather equipment, introduction and method completed

September 2014

Data collection and entering
Data analysis
Write up first draft
Write up complete
VIVA

September 2014 – March 2015
April 2015
July 2015
End of August 2015
September 2015

Written summary of results sent to participants
that have requested this information

September 2015

Practical Applications
This study will provide valuable insights into the characteristics of OAs and depressed
OAs’ SDMs. It will also be useful to gather information about how these memories are
processed.

The study aims to increase knowledge in this area which can assist in

interventions for treating depression in OAs.
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UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW/NHS SCOTLAND
DOCTORATE IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY
HEALTH AND SAFETY FOR RESEARCHERS
1. Title of Project

An examination of self-defining memories,
functional avoidance and metacognitive processes
in depressed and non-depressed older adults

2. Trainee

Louise Sweeney

3. University Supervisor

Dr Hamish McLeod

4. Other Supervisor(s)

Dr Lisa Gadon

5. Local Lead Clinician

Dr Lisa Gadon

6. Participants: (age, group or subgroup, pre- or post-treatment, etc)



65 or over



Two groups;
- Depressed
- Non depressed

7. Procedures to be applied



One session

(eg, questionnaire, interview, etc)



All participants to complete the
demographic information sheet and sign
the consent form before completing the
MoCA and GDS. If the participant meets
the inclusion criteria for their group they
then will complete the other measures:



Participants will then complete the selfdefining memory task and self-defining
memory rating sheet for 5 self-defining
memories.



Participants will then complete the
Metacognitive Questionnaire-30 and White
Bear Suppression Inventory whilst sat in
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the waiting room.

8. Setting (where will procedures be
carried out?)
i)

General

The procedure will be carried out in the
community venue that the participant is recruited
from (i.e. for depressed participants OACMHT or
PTOP venues and for the non depressed group
libraries in Lanarkshire).
The researcher will become familiar with all health
and safety procedures for the buildings that
recruitment takes place. There will always be other
staff on duty in these venues.

ii) Are home visits involved

9. Potential Risk Factors
Identified

No

There is a chance that participants could become
distressed whilst recalling memories.
Researcher may be pulled into a clinician role to
manage the distress which could be distressing for
researcher.
The non depressed group will be screened for
depression and cognitive impairment. If this group
scores highly on the depression questionnaire or
the cognitive screen this might be distressing for
the participant. If this was the case, it would be
recommended for the participant to contact their
G.P to get this investigated further.
As the researcher will not be at base she will be
required to transport patient information. Even
though personal identifiable information will be
reduced with the procedure, the researcher will
still have the consent forms.
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10. Actions to minimise risk (refer to
9)

Participants will be informed of potential risks and
will be provided with a debrief sheet with useful
contact numbers/web addresses for people to
contact. Time will be given to offer reassurance to
the participant if they do become distressed
however participants will be directed to use
contact numbers. Participants will be informed
that participation is voluntary and that they can
withdraw at any time.
If a participant did become distressed the
researcher would be able to discuss this in
supervision with the field and academic
supervisor.
If the patient became aware they met the criteria
for depression or cognitive impairment even
though this could be distressing for the participant,
if they are experiencing difficulties with their
mood or cognition it would be useful to integrate
them with services which could help with this.
All questionnaires will be anonymised. For
identifiable information (consent form and contact
details if the participant wants the results) the
researcher will use a lockable briefcase to
transport information to the base where the
information will be transferred to a lockable
cabinet.
During the recruitment process the researcher will
be aware of local procedures for health and safety.

Trainee signature:

..............................................................Date:

.......................................

University supervisor signature: ...................................................

Date: ..............................
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RESEARCH EQUIPMENT, CONSUMABLES AND EXPENSES
Trainee Louise Sweeney………………………………………………………………
Year of Course 2nd……………………………….

Intake Year 2012………………..

Please complete the list below to the best of your ability:

Item

Details and Amount
Required
A4 Envelopes – 44

Cost or Specify if to Request
to Borrow from Department
£1.87

Per person:
SDMT- 1 sheet
SDMRS – 5 sheets
GDS – 1 sheet
WBSI - 1 sheet
MCQ-30 – 1 sheet
Demographic sheet – 1 sheet
Debrief – 1 sheet
Information sheet – 5 sheets
Consent form – 1 sheet
Total sheets to photocopy: 18
Total 18x 44 = 792
MoCA- 1 sheet
Sheet for clinicians – 2 sheets
2 x 20 copies = 40.
Dictaphone and transcribing
equipment

Paper = £5
5p x sheets total - 832= £42.7

SDMTSDMRSGDSMoCAWBSIMCQ-30 -

Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Questionnaire available in a
previously purchased book.
£297

Stationary
Postage
Photocopying and Laser
Printing (includes cost of white
paper)

Equipment and Software
Measures

Miscellaneous

Room booking fee for
Lanarkshire libraries £9 per
hour. (1.5 hours x 22
participants). Room booking
prices at different libraries
vary from £6.20-£9. This
calculation is based on the
most expensive option and the
longest session time to ensure
funding.

Able to borrow from Glasgow
University.

TOTAL: £346.57
Trainee Signature…………………………………… …
Supervisor’s Signature ………………………………..

Date………………………
Date ……………………..
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